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Indonesia's Nurcholish Madjid and
Abdurrahman Wahid as Intellectual 'Ulamk':
The Meeting of Islamic Traditionalism and
Modernism in neo-Modernist Thought
Abstraksi: Vamnapemikiran Iskm Indonesia moderen mencatat Nur
cholisb Madjid dan Abdunabman \Y/ahid sebagai dua tokoh.uanta bagi
berkernbangnya sebuah gerakan pembaharuan yang dikenal dengan ger-
akan neo-Modernisrne litam. Gerakan ini, yang pad.a muknya diperke-
nalkan oleh Fazlunahman ketika ia berkunjung he Indonesia di aual
ahun 70an, menuniukkan pnhatian yang serius pada satu hal, yakni:
heinginannya menghidupkan kembali cia-cita liberal Islam-yang di-
tunlikknn dalam Ehazanah ya"disionalnya-dakm kaiannya dcngan
usaha menj awab An4ngan+anangdn masymakat moderen. Dalam kon-
teks Indonesia, kemuniulan gerakan neo-Modernisme Islam seringkali
diidentikkan dengan munculnya arus pembaharuan pemikiran keaga'
mdan yang dipelopori kelas terpelajar Muslim yang, meskipun ber-
I au, i e I aian I p r t)n v tn, m e mpe r o leh aks e s kep ada dun i a pe n di di kan
moderen.
Bita dibandingkan dengan bubagai gerakan pemikiran yangpernah
rumbuh dakm sejarah Islam, neo-Modernisme Islam menauarkan sudtu
parad.igma baru dalam memahami iiilhad. untuk menyebut beberapa
- 
contoh neo-Modernisme berbeda dengan guakan-gerakan seperti tradisio'
nalis, ranivalis dan, bahkan, modqnis sendiri. Setidaknld., menurut Fnu'
lis, ada beberapa perbedaan yang bisa dicatat untuk melihat ciri-ciri
pemikiran ini.
' 
Pertama, berbeda dengan umumnya Serakzn trad.isionalis, kahngan
neo-Modemis bisa dipandang sebagai sebuah gerakan yilng progresif: mem-
p uny ai sikz.p yan g posittf tuh adap m o dernitas dan pemban gun an. Ke dua,^*rikipu, in"pon"" resPon tuhadap modernitas, gerakan neo-Moder-
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nis tidak melihat Barat-modern sebdgdi dncdmdn atas Islam dan umat-
nya. Sebaliknya, ia justru melihat dan 'menemukan'Islam untuk berpe-
ran sebagai penyetnpurnd peradaban Barat-moderen. Kaiga, gerakan neo -
Modernis membuka peluang terladinyd sudtu bentuk tertentu 'sekularis-
me' dalam berbangsa dan bernegara. Hal itu terbukti dengan penegasan
sikap mereka aus Pancasila untuk dijadikan druan ideologis bersama, di
mana kEentingan-kepentingan agdtnd barus dibedakanTengan kEen-
tingan-kepentin gan ban gsa dan n e gara. Keempat, neo -Mo dernisme
m en unj ukkan sikap pemahaman I slam yang terbuka, to leran dan inklu-
sif (seperti yang ditunjukkan klam tra"disional), sekzligus membuka pelu-
ang a"danya pluralisme sosial dan keagamaan.
Keempat ciri pemikiran itu telah membaua gerakan neo-Modernis-
me ini pada suatu pola gerakan yang berupayd mengintegrasikan dntard
keagungan Islam klasik (tradisional) dengan semangdt modernisme. Tu-
lisan ini menggambarkan bahua Nurcholish dan Abdunahman adalah
tempat di mana pemikiran Islam tadisional dan ciw-ciwtnodernitas
bertemu. Agenda-agenda pemihiran yang mereka canangkan, dengan
demikian, j uga merefu ksikan keprihatinan generasi inte lehtual terhadap
keterbelakangdn umdt Islam vis-i-vis peradaban Barat. pada tingkat itu,
neo-Modernisme Islam tidak hanya mengadvokasi ciu-cita ideal Barat
sepmi fumokrasi, hak-hak asasi manusia dan pemisahan 'gereja dari nega-
ra', tetapi juga menegaskan bahua Iskm mempunyai kepedulian yang
sama besarnya dengan Barat.
Perunyazn ydng pdtut untuk diajukan adalah: mengapd pemikiran
neo-Modernisme Islam ini begitu mendapat tempdt di kalangan umat
lslam Indonesia? Bukan suatu kebetulan bahua, kemunculan gerakan
neo'Modernisme ini bersamaan dengan tumbuhnya kelas terpelajar Mus-
lim yang, meskipun berlatarbelakang pesanten, me*punyoi kesempa-
tan rnenikmati pendidikan moderen. Di samping itu, imat Islam Indo-
n e s ia y an g terb ukti tampi I le bi b terpe I aj m, meni km ati ke hi dupan e ko n o m i
yang lebih baik, dan lebih siap rnenerima berbagai bentuk pemikiran
baru semakin rnemberi peluang gerakan neo-Modernisme untuk
berkembang. Bersamaan dengan bangsa Indonesiayang sedang menuju
proses perubahan penting pada abad 2 1, pemikiran neo-Modernisme yang
progresif inilah yang dibarapkan dapat menentukan arah perjalanai
bangsa: apakah Indonesia akan terus mempertahdnkan persaruan dntard
ke-lornpok dgama, ataukah ia akan jatuh akibat berkembangnya sikap-
si kap se ktarian ism e. Apabi la kenyataannya terj adi pada yoi g-prnam o,
rnaka pernikiran neo-Modernisme Islam Indonesia akan rnehjadi batu
loncatan terhadap banghitnya kejayaan Islam di abadyang akan darang.
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Introduction
Tltr paper examines two of Indonesia,s leading Islamic inrel
I lectuals, Abdurrahman rVahid and Nurcholiih Uadjid andJ- the movement of thought with which they are associared,
neo-Modernism, a new movement in Islamic thought in Indonesia
that emerged amidst much controversy in the early lf/Tos and has
since been of considerable influence on the development of Islamic
thought, particularly amongsr younger Muslim intellectuals. The
paper argues that rhis new movement of thought represents the com-
ing together of Islamic traditionalism, modernism ind \(estern edu-
cation in the persons of a generation of thinkers from traditionalist
backgrounds, who as youths obtained a pesdnten (traditional reli-
gious boarding school) religious education and then wenr on ro un-
dertake modern, western-style, higher education. In doing this it fo-
cuses on the-life experiences of two of the mosr ourstanding thinkers
to. emerge from this generation: Nurcholish Madjid, a iespected
scholar and public figure, and one of Indonesia' s leading Islamic in-
tellectuals, and Abdurrahman \ilahid, currently serving hi-s third term
as chairman of Nahdlatul ulama (I.{Ir, the leading traditionalist or-
ganization (and, with a claimed supporr base of 35 
-illion,Indonesia,s
largest Islamic organization).
Both Nurcholish and Abdurrahman are prominent public inter-
lecruals in a society with a srrong culture of the publicintellectual.
Both can also be said to be 'ulama' (religious scholar/s; in Indonesia
'ulaml' are traditionally associat edwirhpesantren) inrhe broadest sense
of the word.lAbdurrahman, despite hiJeccentricities (or indeed some
might say because of them) is well credentialed to claim rhe ritle of
'ulamx' within the context of the rradirionalist culture of NU. His
extensive, albeit slightly unconvenrional, studies at Indonesian
pesantren and Arab universities, and his long involvement with
pesantren teaching and leadership, qualify him, whatever his detrac-
tors might otherwise say about him, to be an 'ulamx', and this is con-
firmed by his exrensive knowledge and thorough command of tradi-
tionalist scholarship. Nurcholish is in r so-.*hrt different caregory.
Like Abdurrahman, he has asolidpesantren education and , 
-ri.riy
command of Islamic scholarship. Since his youth, however, he has
had compqratively little contact with the world of rurar Desdnffen.
being clearly more at home in a modern, urban, setting. iri.rr.rth.-
less, as a lecrurer at IAIN Syarif Hidayatullah he has tairghr numer-
ous graduat es of. pesantren, many of whom have gone on io appoinr-
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menrs in the Department of Religious Affairs but others of whom
have returned to positions of leadership in the pesantren wotld. More-
over, in his acadlmic post ar IAIN Syarif Hidayatullah and in his
intellectual leadership of the Islamic educational organization
Paramadina he is, arguably, functioning as an'ulamA', albeit in a mod-
ern, urban, middle ilass, setting. Both men then, can be said to be
intellectual 'ulami', scholars who combine the best of classical schol-
arship and intellectual leadership with modern learning''both secu-
lar' and ,Islamic" and who take their place amongst other public
intellectuals in the forums of Indonesia's developing civil society.
Islam in Indonesia
Although located geographically on its periphery Indonesia can
no longer |bjectively be iaid to be of peripheral importance to the
IslamiJworld. \fith a population in t996 of approximately 200 mil-
lion, of which aroundlZi million (87-88 percenr) are Muslim, Indo-
nesia commands attention as the world's largest Muslim nation. It is
also increasingly the case that the quality of Islamic thought and schol-
arship in Indonesia means that they warrant the serious attention of
rhe rist of the Islamic world. For a variety of reasons, however, not
least of which being the barriers of language and Arab preiudice, this
will be slow to develop.
Until relatively recently there existed a widespread misunderstand-
ing that Islam in Indonesia, especially in Java where more than 60
p.-r..nt of all Indonesians live, was merely i tlin.vgn:er over a sub-
strate of pre"Islamic Hindu-Buddhist/animist belief. To a consider-
able extent this misreading of Indonesian Islam was exacerbated by
scholarly writing on Islam in Indonesia 6y area specialists who were
inadequately familiar with Islam in other societies. Perhaps the clas-
sic example of this is to be seen in Clifford Geertz's influential book
The Retigton of Jat;a.In this book Geertz provided a. wonderfully
thick deiription of village life in East Java in the 1950s but also made
some serious errors in analysis. In particular Geertz suggested that
Javanese Muslims could be identified as belonging to one of three
lroup* santri, abangan and priyayi. The santri, he argued, denoted
Ihose tvtuslims who *ere orihodo* in both their belief and practise.
\flhereas the Islam of the abangan and priyayi was, he implied, pro-
foundly heterodox in narure. The religion of the latter being strongly
influenced by pre-Islamic belief, whetherJavanese animism or Hindu-
Buddhist l.iiif, with the latter being a significant element in the
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courtly culture of the pnlaf who are members of the Javanese aris-
tocracy.Iflhilst the analysis behind Geertz's paradigm was signifi-
cantly flawed it was not by any means entirely wrong. In particular,
Geertz's delineation of. santri and abangan religious orientations ac-
curately reflected the polarized narure of Indonesian society in the
latter half of the Old Order regime, in which rhe 'nominal Muslims'
Geertz idenrifies as abangan were more likely ro support the pKI, or
Indonesian Communist Party, and the sdntriMuslims more likely to
support either Masyumi or Nahdlatul Lllama, the two leading Islamic
parties of the 1950s.2 \fhatever its failings, Geertz's Santri-Abangan-
Priyayi paradigm has become standard usage in Indonesia (thoigh
the term priyali, in Geertz's sense, is less used than are the terms
santri and abangan).
A number of Indonesian scholars have taken issue with the infer-
ence that abangan cuhure is essentially pre-Islamic and have sought
to show that Javanese culture, even abangan culture, is far more Is-
lamic_than has long been supposed.3In part the confusion regarding
the Islamiciry of Javanese cuhure arises our of another fundamental
division within Muslim society in Indonesia, the division berween
Islamic modernists and Islamic traditionalists. Traditionalist Islam in
Indonesia has long been deeply imbued with a Sufi sensibility, and
many traditionali st pesantren have given tasawuuf a place of central
importance in their teaching programs. connected with this, tradi-
tionalist Islam in Indonesia, as in most Muslim countries, has been
nurturing of, or at least open to, many aspects of 'folk Islam,, or the
Islam of the 'little tradition'. For this reason traditionali st sanrri ctl-
ture has maintained closer links with abangan culture than has mod-
ernist santri culture.
The Indonesian modernisrs, on the other hand have tended to be
d.eeply suspicious of many aspeos of traditionalist culture, in par-
ticular its Sufi aspecs, and, if they have been open to mysticism at
all, have rpjected outright traditionalist practises such as ziyirab
(pilgrimages to the tombs of Sufi saints) rnd pruyerc for the dead. As
a consequence, rhe relationship between modernists and traditional-
ists in Indonesia has been at best uneasy. Pressed for an answer on
what distinguishes them from the traditionalists, the modernists will
invariably reply that they are not bound by a7ttd, by a dependence
on the rnadhhab, and are free to make up their minds for themselves
on issues through the practice of ijtibid.In practise, for reasons we
will see shortly, Indonesian modernists are hardly more likely to
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practice genuine ijtihhdthan their'madhh*bbound' comPatriots. In-
,t.rd, *f,"t really marks them off from the traditionalists is their
deep aversion to traditionalist mysticism: its'un-hlamic' Practises and
its enchanted world view.a
Because modernists in Indonesia, as a group, have been better edu-
cared, more middle-class and more urban; they have, until_relatively
recently, dominated the discourse on Indonesian Islam, both through
their o#n writings, and through their friendships with. foreign schol-
ars who have, with few exceptions' come to see Indonesian Islam
through modernist eyes.
Th'is .modernist preiudice' has had a deleterious effect on our un-
derstanding of Musiim society in Indonesia, particula.rly in Java. In
the first inr"tan.e it has tended to sustain a jaundiced view of Indone-
sian Islam in general. Secondly, it has contributed to a serious mis-
reading of abingan culrure, one rhar sees it is as essentially unique in
the Islimic *oild and fundamentally different from folk-Islam cul-
ture in the Middle East and continenial Asia. Thirdly, it has fostered
the view that traditionalist Islam in Indonesia is compromised and
exceptionally syncretistic. As a result the modernists, apprehensive
aborrt the spiritual impurity all around rhem, have tended to see_ them-
selves as an e-battlei minority fighting the good fight for religious
truth, a fight that, from the late 1950s onwards, came to be under-
stood almost exclusively as a political fight'
unfortunately, this ri.g. -.ntrlity has also contributed directly
to rhe sragnarion of modeinist scholarsh.ip. It has done this, in two
significaniways. Firstly, it has contributed to an obsession with party-
p|litical achievement and a burning ambition to 'make the Indone-
,i"n ,rrr. more Islamic'. This concein for political reform has taken
a variety of forms. At one extreme some Muslim leaders have called
for the establishment of an Islamic state in Indonesia, arguing that
the Sbart'ah, or Islamic law, should be written into the constitution
and codified in Indonesian law. At the other extreme many Modern-
ist leaders in the 1950s simply argued for the reinstatement of the
,seven words' of the so callei iakaita Charter, the original preamble
to the 1945 constirurion, sraring that: 'it is obligatory for Muslims to
pracrise the Sbart,ah'. Amongstlhose who took this second position
ih.r. *", also a wide ,rariety of 't iews. Some saw the Jakarta Charter
in prrely symbolic rerms, with its hoped for re-inclusion in the con-
,tit,rtion ,eprererrti.rg official recognition (by the 1eft-leaning Sukarno
regime) of the status if Indonesia is a Muslim country. Others clearly
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saw it as a mechanism for the funher Islamization of Indonesian soci-
ety, pushing abangan Muslims to comply with santri expressions of
Prery.
. 
By any measure the modernists met with resounding failure in
their quest to gain greater $are recognition of Islam. Nor onry did
they experience consrant frustrarion in the old order period of
Sukarno, culminating in the banning of their p^rty, Maiyumi, in
January 1960, but even afrer helping soeharto and rhe Indonesian
army to 'crush communism' in 1965 and 7966 they continued to
mee_t 
_withsuspicion and opposition from rhe government. Early in
the N-ew Order period the modernist community held high hopes
that Masyumi would be readmitted to the political forum inJhe form
of the new modernist party Parmusi. It soon became clear, however,
that Soeharro's new military backed regime was even less willing to
give ground to political Islam than was the previous regime of Sukarno.
Instead, the modernists' aspirations for Parmusi *ere syste-atically
undermined. Firstly, the regime announced that it would nor coun-
tenance former Masyumi leaders being given leadership roles in
Parmusi. Next, it blocked the appointment of the moderate-Mohamad
Roem as leader of the party and instead engineered the appointment
of the more compliant John Naro. Finalln in 7973 it merged all Is-
lamic parties together ro form the united Development pariy (partai
Persatuan Pembangunan-PPP) ar the same time merging all the other
parties together ro form the Democratic party of lndonesi a (partai
Demokrasi Indonesia).
over the next few years the government did make some conces-
sions to Muslim interest in the form of the Islamic Marriage Bill and
other minor, largely symbolic, pieces of legislation. The giater aspi-
rations of the modernists, however, were effectirrelv sb,mied. Hav_
ing expended an enormous amount of energy and reiorrices in party-
political. activity over rwo decades the modernists had ,rlti-ateiy
achieved very little.
The second way in which modernist scholarship suffered was that
in. rejecting Islamic traditionalism they effectively rejected tradirion-
alist.scholarship. Far too few modernist children were taught classi-
cal Arabic and even less masrered more than the rudiments"of classi-
cal Islamic scholarship. As a consequence, the modernisr movemenr
failed to produce a new generation of Islamic schorars. In rejecting
the traditionalist, and essentially rural, world of the pesantren, thi
modernists had also cut themselves from the classical heritage of Is-
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lam and from an educational system that, whatever its failings, was
able every year to produce a small elite of. pesantren gr,^dtates who
continued on to tertiary Islamic studies, of whom a small, but signifi-
cant, proportion graduated to became true Islamic intellectuals (and
not merely Muslim intellectuals).
The Split between Traditionalism and Modernism
Thi tgSOs saw traditional Islam, and traditionalist leaders, steadily
pushed from the limelight by more 'modern' elements. In a period in
which party political aitivity was osrensibly conducted along mod-
ern \ilJstern lines those leaders who had a modern education Pos-
sessed an unassailable advantage. By comparison, those who were
largely products of the pesdntren world stood little chance of being
takin-seriously. (There were odd excePtions to this, of course, such
as \flahid Hasjims, where the sheer brilliance of the individual won
out over their'inferior' education, but there were not many).
At this point very few 'ulaml', or even ordinary graduates of a
pesanrren,h-ad any further education beyond their traditional Islamic
education. Similarly, few modernist figures had much in the way of a
classical Islamic education (aside from a few outstanding individuals
such as Muhammad Natsir, Mukti Ali, Deliar Noer and Harun Nasu-
tion). One consequence of this was that neither side felt at ease in
crossing over ro tlie world of the orher. Their two worlds remained
,rery much separate. The 1950s preoccuPation with modernity only
served to accentuate this situation. This happened in two main ways.
Firstly, and perhaps more obviously, the nrPture between traditional-
ists and modernists, ostensibly over the issue of leadership positions
within Masyumi, meant that NU'ulaml' and teachers largely with-
drew into a world of their own, at least as far as interchange with
modernist scholars went. (Abdul Madjid, Nurcholish's farher, a farmer
and founder of a traditionalist madrasab, was an exception to this
general rule, but his difficulties, as a traditionalist who remained in
Masyumi after the departure of NU, illustrate clearly the sort of so-
cial pressures at work). Having been forced to work together during
the japanese occuparion in a united Islamic council, and then having
fought side by side during the struggle for independence, the mod-
ernists and traditionalists had entered the post-independence era po-
litically united in Masyumi. This political unity, however,.did not
last long and in 1952 the traditionalists split from Masyumi and es-
tablished NU as an independent political party.
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Secondly, the managerial ability that the modernists displayed in
dealing with the apparatus of multi-parry democracy ultimately served
to trap them into a fixation with politics. This fixation, ironically,
became perhaps even stronger after the era of multi-party democracy
had come to a close. So embittered were the Masyumi leaders bv
their summary exclusion from the political arena that the issue of
regaining their place in politics became an obsesion. That their hopes
were first raised then dashed by the appearance of Parmusi in the
beginning of the New Order period only served to further fix their
gaze upon the elusive goal of political success.6
In this marrer it is hard nor ro symparhize with the plight of the
Masyumi leaders. Muhammad Narsir's memorable aphorism'They
have treated us like cats with ringworms' is hard to dismiss.z Under
the circumstances rhe bitterness is enrirely understandable. similarly
the obsession with political recoveryseems altogether reasonable given
that Masyumi was a political party. The problem for the modelnist
side of the ummat (religious community) in general, however, was
that for many of the ummAt's best and brightest, Masyumi, the politi-
cal organization, became the paramount concern. Every other aspect
of community life was subordinared, so many would argue, to this
obsession with the political rehabilitation of Masyumi.
As a result of these developmenrs rhere was little scope for Islamic
thought, as such, to develop in Indonesia during this period. In more
recent decades the interchange of ideas between traditionalism and
modernism has been one of the key factors behind the creativity and
vigor evident at rhe cutting edge of hlamic thought in Indonesia.
Such interchange did not really recommence in earnest, however,
until well into the New Order period. Perhaps if \(ahid Hasjim had
not been killed in an automobile accident in 1953 the situation might
have developed differently.s At the very least Wahid Hasjim may
have been able to keep open rhe channels of communication between
the modernists and the traditionalists. As it happened, the NU break
with the Mdsyumi modernists meanr that the exchange of ideas that
might otherwise have taken place between classically trained tradi-
tionalist scholars and modernist intellecruals largely failed to occur.
Many of NU's best minds were kept busy with politics; both the
external party-politics of the various phases of Indonesian political
life and the internal politics of NU as an organization striving ro
survive in difficult times.
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Similarly, on rhe modernist side intellectuals who might. other-
wise have fostered the development of hlamic thought became bogged
in the mire of RealpolitikThinkers such as Deliar Noer and Mukti
Ali did, ro some e*ier,t, break new ground in Islamic thought during
this period. It is significant, however, rhar both of these men felt the
n..d ro leave Indoiresia as the political situation deteriorated and ten-
sions heightened.
Pesantren Graduates and Higher Education
it has always been the case that the modernists, as a group, have
been comparatively well educated and very much committed to edu-
carion. Inieed one of the chief fields of social endeavor of modern-
ism in Indonesia has been the extension of education to as many
people as possible. Modernist organizations such as Muhammadiyah
it..'. r ptoud history of establishing schools and extending educa-
tional opportunities ar a time when it was very difficult to.do so. Up
until the i9zor, however, very few modernist intellectuals in Indone-
sia had received a classical islamic education grounding them in
Qur'anic Arabic and the classical canon of Islamic scholarship. con-
,iqr.ntly, despite their theoretical supporr.for ijtihkd (individual in-
i.rf r.t.-ion oi Scriptures) very few modernists had sufficient schol-
.rly .pprratus to be able io carry itout. Not only were th.ey insuffi-
.i.ntty^tt-iliar with classical writers and classical Islamic scholar-
ship, i'ew of them had full command of classical Arabic. Unfortu-
,rr*iy for the cause of modernist thought, men who were both com-
-itted to the modernist vision and who had the necessary scholarly
skills to carry it our, were very rare.e Beyond the figures men_tioned
above (Muhammad Natsir, Mukti Ali, Deliar Noer and Flarun
Nasution), rhere were very few modernist intellectuals whose educa-
tion, in this sense, was wholly adequate'10
Ii *as not until the 1960i that students from the traditionalist/
pesnntren milieu began ro enter the world of modern western educa-
iiorr. 1' n. g.neratio"n of Nurcholish, and Abdurrahman was the first
generario;in which the two srrands of scholarship within th e umat -
ilassical Islamic scholarship and modern, 
'W'estern, learning - were
brought together to a significant degree' Half a century or more ear-
lier tf,is saie combination of learning had made possible the emer-
g.n.. of ih. Isl"-ic Modernist movement.ll In the late 1960s and
igZO, i, gave rise ro a new wave of modernist thought, neo-Modern-
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ism, with those in the.vanguard of this movemenr being mostly prod-
ucts of the traditionalist pesanten or madrasah ryrr.-l
The contribution of the IAIN sysrem ro rhe ieform of Islam is of
gngrmous significance. The formation of the IAIN, beginning with
IAIN Syarif Hidayatullah, in Ciputat, Jakarta, and IAnq Sunrn
Kalijaga, in-Yogyakarra, in 1960, meant rhat, for the first time, large
numbers_of pesdntren graduares were able to undertake universiiy
level studies.l2 It should be pointed out however, rhar the IAINs in
Jakarta and Yogyakarra were not exactly'universities' for ulamaalong
the lines of cairo's Al-Azhar. Al-Azhar university had indeed beei
an inspirational model for the architects of the Insiitut Agama hlam
Negeri (State Institute for Islamic studies) but the IAIN ihemselves,
particularly IAIN Syarif Hidayarullah in Jakarta and IAIN Sunan
Kalijaga in Yogyakarra, have developed into institutions that in many
ways are much broader than Al-Azhar. During the 1960s, however,
these IAIN remained close to the Al-Azhar model and suffered from
a shortage of well trained staff. It was not until the 1920s that a seri-
ous, but gradual, process of reform saw the transformation of the
IAIN into institutions that combined rraditional Islamic scholarship
with modern approaches to learning. But even in the late 1960s sig-
nificant individual members of staff, such as Harun Nasution at IAIN
Syarif Hidayatullah and Mukti Ali at IAIN Sunan Kalijaga were ex-
e1i1B a progressive influence over certain srudenrs, pushing them to
think through the basis of their convictions and approach ihe study
of Islam in a critically informed fashion.
As the Old Order gave way to the New Order, a new generation
of Islamic thinkers came ro the fore. Nurcholish trrtadiid and
Abdurrahman \flahid are leading represenratives of thar generation.
Born in 7939 and 1940 respectively, these men enrered adulthood as
Soeharto came to power.b As such their entire careers, first as stu-
dent activists then as public intellectuals, were products of the devel-
opment orientared New Order.
Neo-Modernism
Neo-Modernism, rhen, developed in the late 1960s and early I97Os
chiefly amongsr students of traditionalist backgrounds who, through
the expansion of education thar occurred in posr-colonial Indonesia,
were the first generation of traditionalist Muslims to have access ro
higher education in significanr numbers. Through rheir tertiarystudies
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they became involved in the leading modernist oriented Muslim stu-
dent organizationHimpunan Mahasiswa Islam (FIMI 
- 
Association
of Muslim students). originally the movemenr was referred ro sim-
ply as the Renewal of Islamic Thought movement (Pembaruan
bemikiran Islam), or the Renewal (Pembaruan) movement.l4 Later,
invoking Fazlur Rahman's paradigm of modern reform movements,
the movement came to be known as neo-Modernism.
The Renewal Movement developed independently in Indonesia
in the early l97os without any of its leading figures being-aware of
strikingly similar ideas formulated by the late university of.chicago
Pakistani-American klamic intellectual Fazlur Rahman. Vhen Rah-
man and his University of Chicago colleague Leonard Binder visited
Indonesia in t974 however, Nurcholish became acquainted with
Rahman's thought and later went ro study under Rahman at the
university of chicago. By the 1980s Rahman's works had been trans-
lated intolndonesian and had become reasonably well known. And
the movement of thought that began as the Renewal Movement was
increasingly being refeired to as the neo-Modernist movement'15
The Renewal Movement inadvertently achieved sudden notori-
ety following a private seminar in January 1970 by Nurcholish Madjid,
then in his sicond rerm as National Chairman of HMI, in which he
spoke of the moribund state of modernist rhought and.the.need for
rene*al, Nurcholish's bold use of terms such as desacralising (dewkrali'
sasl andsecularising (sekularisasi) in this paper meant that it was easy
for his infuriated criiics (in particular certain senior modernist leaders
who were inflamed by his suggesrion that their movement. had be-
come intellectually stagnant and in need of reform) to publicly casti-
gate him and charge him with heretical inclinations. It is important
io .rot. however, that the emergence of the Renewal Movement cen-
rered around Nurcholish also marked the beginning of a more wide-
spread shift in the Muslim community in the direction of both re-
ne*ed interest in Islam and in inclination towards liberal understand-
ings of Islam.16 Thus, whilst he came under heavy fire from senior
modernist figures, his ideas were increasinglv meeting with accep-
tance in broader Indonesian society. The Renewal Movement, then,
was both a catalyst for a broader change in societal attitudes and a
beneficiary. of those changes.Y
The seminal figures associated with the Renewai Movement at
the time were Nuriholish Madiid, Diohan Effendi and the late Ahmad
\(ahib. other figures associated with the movemenr include Dawam
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Rahardjo, Syu'bah Asa and Utomo Dananjaya. Following his rerurn
fromstudies in the Middle East, Abdurrahman tiilahid q"iciry aligned
himself with the movement. Partly as a consequence oithis,'mariy of
the youth associated with Nahdlatul ulama, lnd a significanr num-
ber of the organization's'ulamA', share an intellectual outlook strongly
influenced by neo-Modernist thought.
To a considerable exrenr this is due to the influence of Abdurrah-
man Wahid, but it is also due in large part to the process of reform
occurring in the tertiary level State Institute for Islamic studies (IArN
Institut Agama Islam Negeri) first established in the late 1950s to train
staff for the Department of Religious Affairs. Beginning in the 19zos
at IAIN Syarif Hidayatullah, Jakarta, under the influence of Harun
Nasution, (who was later joined in the 1980s by like-minded younger
academics such as Nurcholish Madjid, Quraish Shihab and Azfumaidi
Azra), and later extending to IAIN Sunan Kalijaga, yogyakarta, and
other IAIN, a process of liberal educational and intellectual reform
has been occurring over the past rwenty years. This process of re-
form, which in its essentials is congruent with the ideai of neo-Mod-
ernism, has been greatly assisted over the pasr two decades by rhe
influential tenures of two liberal-minded Ministers of Religious Af-
fairs (particularly significant because it is the Departmenr of Reli-
gious Affairs, rarher than the Department of Education, that is in
charge of the IADI)." The result is that this extensive religious edu-
cation system, although initially modelled on the conservative Al-
Azhar University in Cairo, is today ar rhe leading edge of Islamic
education, in many respecrs surpassing Middle Easrern Institutions
(through, admittedly still inferior in regard ro subjects such as Arabic
language and literature and ustrl fiqh).
One final factor needs to be mentioned here with resoect to the
formative environmental factors that were at work in the growth of
neo-Modernism. This final factor, in part a producr of their rimes, is
that Nurcholish and Abdurrahman know nothing of the 'inferioriry
complex' felt by so manyMuslim intellecruals toward rhe rVest. Ear-
lier generation of klamic intellectuals had struggled with this ironi-
cally unjust and unfortunate legacy of European colonialism. Many
denied that it even existed but gave constant, though unconscious,
expressiqn to it in their work. Some few earlier intellectuals had per-
haps even managed ro escape its insidious influence but most did not.
The generation of Nurcholish and Abdurrahman, however, was the
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first generation for whom this was truly not a Problem. This genera-
tion had not fought in any wars of independence and could not re-
member a time wten society was structured around a European elite.
Precisely how this fact influenced their thought, to what extent and
in exactiy what ways, is difficult to determine. Equally, however, it
is clear that this was a most significant factor in shaping their thought'
\yhere so much of earlier writing had been essentially apologetic in
nature (being generally concernJd with showing that whatever the
wesr had no* Itl"* had from the very beginning) their writing was
bold and confident. It was about moving on, not looking back'
Nurcholish Madiid
\fhilst Nurcholish and Abdurrahman are remarkable intellectual
pioneers they are also very much products of their immediate family
inrrironrnents 
"nd 
can be said to have inherited a tradition of reform.
In several important respecrs Nurcholish Madjid and Abdurrahman
\(ahid are sirikingly lite their fathers, Abdul Madjid and Vahid
Hasjim. Abdul fvfia;ia and Vahid Hasiim were close friends (and
also happened to be ielated through marriage)' Both were prominent
figures^in traditionalist Muslim society in Jombang, East Java, an
iriportant NIJ cenrre, and both were remarkable for the manner in
*hi.h they transcended the traditionalist-modernist divide. Abdul
Madjid re-ains to this day a Jombang farmer-cum-religious rcacher
little know outside the smali tity of Jombang, East Java, but Wahid
Hasjim, following in the footsteps of his father, Hasjim Asy'ari' be-
carne a national ti-sur. through his leadership of NU. vahid Hasjim
had a vision of a u"nited Masyumi that was big enough for both mod-
ernists and traditionalists and of Indonesia as a new nation in which
Jirr.rrity was celebrated. Abdul Madjid was a close friend of Vahid
Hasjim and shared in his vision. vhen \x/ahid was killed in a car
accident in 1953 NU had already split from Masyumi' to Vahid's
d..p ,.gr.r, but Madjid continued on in Masl'umi out of respect for
his iateTriend's wishes. The decision to remain in Masyumi after the
1g52 split meanr that Abdul Mad.iid was not able to become active in
NU and caused him to experience a certain degree of hostility from
some quarrers within Nu. uis traditionalist orientation, however,
meant ihrt he was not at home in modernist organizations such as
Muhammadiyah either. such was his knowledge of Islam.and tradi-
tionalist scholarship, however that had he been active within NU'
AUarf Madiid *o.rii probably have been considered an'ulamX' and
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been given the title kyai, particularly as he had founded, and taught
in, his own madrasah in Jombang.
Nurcholish was born in Jombang in March 1939. As a child, his
father sent him to study at the local Public Elementary School (Sekolah
Rakyat) in the mornings to obtain a secular education and then to
Madrasah Al-Wathaniah, his father's madrasah, in the afternoons to
obtain a religious education. At the age of 14 he moved to the NU
affiliated Pesantren Darul 'Ulum Rejoso, also in Jombang. He stud-
ies there for two years and was academically very successful, winning
a number of school prizes. Atthepesantrenhe also encountered many
difficulties, ho*errer, on ,..o.rni of his father's involvement *iti,
Masyumi. Partly as a consequence of this his father sent him to the
well known progressive pesantren in Gontor, East Java, Pondok
Modern Gontor. Nurcholish was at Gontor from the age of 16
through to 22 and was strongly influenced by this remarkable
pesantren that was one of the first to seek to synthesize traditional
pesantren learning with modern education.le
Vhen Nurcholish had begun his tertiary studies in the early 1960s
multi-party democracy was suspended, Masyumi was banned and
many of the Masyumi leadership were either in exile or under house
arrest. By the time he was nearing the end of his studies, and entering
the senior ranks of HMI, 'Masyumi' had died a second deathn. The
great hopes that had been held for Parmusi as a Masyumi reincarnate
crumbled as it became clear that the military backed New Order
government was no more a supporter of political Islam than was its
predecessor. Consequently, Nurcholish entered the world of serious
student activism just as the great dream of reformist Islam taking its
place in the governing of Indonesia was ending. Nurcholish, having
been elected to the national chairmanship of HMI in7966 (and there-
fore enjoying a close relationship with the former Masyumi leaders),
had worked for the success of Parmusi. But by 7967 he could see the
writing on the wall. With the effective demise of Parmusi an era had
ended. No longer, he decided, was it sensible for the energies of Is-
lamic intellectuals to be focused narrowly upon politics.
Not only was it clear that the New Order regime intended to
leave no space for serious political opposition from Islamic groups it
was also doubtful whether such opposition, were it possible, would
be in the best interests of society anryay. Heading an organization
that was, for the most part, far less progressive in its thinking than
himself, Nurcholish at first kept such thoughts to himself. By the
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time of his January 3rd t97o address, however, he felt it time to sPeak
out.21 'W'hai the Indonesian public wanred, he suggested, was Islam
without the politics. The cry: 'Islam yes! Islamic parties no!" he ar-
gued, summed up the general sentimenr of the umrnnt. To continue
io fo..rr.rpon politi.r, ih.n, was both foolish, in that the real chances
for success weie slim, and unwise, in that party political activity was
nor rhe best way for Islam to serve society. In large Paft the antipathy
felt by Nurcholish and his friends for Islamic party-politics arises from
theiriheological convictions. Neither the Qur'in northe Sunnah, they
argue, gi.re I blue-print for an Islamic state. In fact the whole idea of
..LUiiriing an hlamic srate in the modern period is, they.suggest, far
more an aplologetic response to the lyest than it is a rational interpreta-
tion of Islamicieaching. This view is frequently articulated th19r1sh9ut
Nurcholish's work, aslt is in the writing of Abdurrahman \(ahid.z
Together with his leadership of HMI Nurcholish was also active
in the"leadership of a number bf other student organizations. in the
region. In the laie 1960s he served asDeputy Secretary General of the
Liternational Islamic Federation of Student organizations (ffiSo)
and from L967 to t969 he was president of the union of southeast
Asian Muslim Students. It is intiresting to note in passing that it was
through the latter that he met Anwar Ibrahim, then a prominent
Malafrian yourh leader and currently a senior minister and the man
considered'most likely to become the next Prime Minister. The two
men have maintained their friendship and Anwar is known to take
more rhan a passing interest in Nurcholish's reformist ideas and in
Indonesia's eiperiment in Islamic liberalism'
In 1968 Nuicholish was given a chance to visit the USA. The visit
left him deeply impressed by many aspects of American society and
no doubt coniribuied ro rh; growing sophistication of his thinking
about the links between cultuie and ieligion. This was compounded
by the fact that he had taken the opportunity to visit the-Middle East
on the way back from the usA. His two months in the Middle East'
he recalls, had an even greater effect upon him than this five weeks in
America. This is signifiJant because it ii often asserted that Nurcholish
underwent an overnight conversion to a pro-'western position fol-
lowing his first visit tJthe USA.In fact he had fully expe.ctedAmeri-
."n ,o".iury.to be impressive in certain respects, he recalls. Vhat he
had not e*pe.ted, ho*e.,rer, was for Arab society to be quite as disap-
pointing ai he found it to be. Nurcholish returned to Indonesia more
,.rr. th* ever that a radical renewal of Islamic thought was required'
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Given the central importance of the meering of vestern and
Muslim educational and intellectual cultures in neo-Modernism some
might be surprised to learn that Nurcholish did nor move directly
from the Pesantren Modern in Gontor to a modern, secular univer-
sity such as universitas Indonesia or Gadjah Mada. He wenr instead
from Gontor to IAIN syarif Hidayatullah in Jakana, from second-
ary Islamic education to tertiary Islamic education. Institutionally at
least Nurcholish had not left the realm of Islamic theological educa-
tion. Nevertheless Nurcholish wanted to acquire a 
-oJern, 'West-
ern, education and, in effect he did just this, albeit initially by infor-
mal rather than formal means. This occurred in a number of ways.
Firstly he read broadly. Although not enrolled at a secular univer-
sity, simply being a srudent in Jakarta gave him ready access to the
milieu and facilities of the surrounding universities. thrs, amongsr
other things, he had easy access ro numerous modern libraries. Evin
as a secondary student he had been an avid reader. As a studenr ar
Gontor Nurcholish had been encouraged to read much and to read
broadly. By the time that he settled down to studies in Jakarta
Nurcholish was reading not just in Indonesian and Arabic but also in
English and French. Secondly, Nurcholish mixed widely with secu-
lar university students in a variety of formal and informal student
discussion groups. As he became increasingly involved with HMI
this process of exchanging ideas with students from secular universi-
ties intensified greatly. (As an IAIN studenr he was something of a
raritywithin HMI, particularlywithin the HMl leadership.) It G also
significant that at IAIN Syarif Hidayatullah Nurcholish chose to study
in the Faculty of cultural studies, the faculry that was closest in iis
orientation to a faculty of humanities or arrs in a secular university.
A decade later Nurcholish did undertake formal studies in a modern
'western 
university, when he completed docroral studies at the uni-
versity of Chicago from 1978 to 1984. But clearly by the time
Nurcholish"graduated from IAIN syarif Hidayatullah in 1968 he was
already deeply influenced by modern Wesrern thought.
Nurcholish's IAIN studies reinforced his command of eur'lnic
Arabic and laid a foundation of critical knowledge in Arab culrure,
literature and in classical Islamic thought, a foundation upon which
all of his larer work, including his chicago doctoral studiei, depends.
His mastery of Arabic by the end of his studies is illustrated by the
fact that a speech he gave whilst in the Middle East in 1968 so im-
pressed his audience that he was invited ro rerurn to saudi Arabia in
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tg6g to undertake the hajjas an official guest of the saudi govern-
ment.
Nurcholish's January 3d paper marked a watershed in his public
life. No longer v/as he free to seek to quietly'reform_from within'.
Public outr."g. from conservative modernists meant that he and his
friends *.r. oblig.d to set forth and defend the basis for their ideas
in seminars, discussion groups and articles in the print media. From
7977 ro 1974 Nurcholish directed the publicauon of. Mimbar Jakarra,
a magazine with a small but influential readership intended as a ve-
hicle"for the presentation of the thinking behind the Renewal Move-
menr. Many of rhose associated with Mimbar also met regularly to
discuss refoimist ideas as members of the Samanhudi discussion group.
Aside from Nurcholish, the leading members of this group were
Djohan Effendi, Ahmad 'Wahib, Dawam Rahardjo' Syu'bah Asa'
utomo Dananjaya, and later, Abdurrahman vahid. Later in the de-
cade the samanhudi group gave way ro rhe Reboan (iiterally:
\X/'ednesday's) forum *[i.h iontinues to meet today, albeit normally
only during the month of Ramadln.
In 7974Fazlur Rahman and Leonard Binder visited Jakarta as part
of a Ford Foundation funded long term research proiect' Apart from
their own research, they had come in search of an Indonesian partici-
panr ro take part in a half year seminar program.at the.university of
'chi.rgo. tniiially they had intended to invite the senior modernist
leader"H.tvt. nasiidi, who at the time was one of Nurcholish's most
virulent public critics.s lronically, Rahman and Binder decided that
Rasjidiwas'too old' and choose Nurcholish instead. As a consequence
Nurcholish spenr seven monrhs at the University of chicago in 1976
participating in an international research seminar program on Islam
,nd ,o.id .f,rng.. Rahman and Binder were clearly impressed with
their young chirge for they asked him ro stay on at Chicago for
portgr"d,r.L strrdi.s. Nurcholish accepted but requested.that he not
i.k."up work at Chicago unril 1928 in order to allow him to take
part in rhe 1977 election campaign-
It is interesting to nore that in the t977 election Nurcholish cam-
paigned for PPP, the amalgamated Muslim partf t despite. his criti-
.ir." oi linking religion and party politics. He explained his support
for ppp at thJtime by saying that Indonesia needed strong gpposi-
tion parties, and that consequently' PPP and PDI needed to be
,r..ngth.n.d in order to provide some sorr of match for the domi-
nant 
-Golkar. Indonesia dimocracy, he said, is like a becak (a three-
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wheeled pedicab), at the moment one of the three wheels has a flat
tire, his job is simply to 'pump up a flat tire' (memompaban kempe)
so the becak can be on its way again.
Nurcholish has often been criticized for being too a-political, and
not sufficiently engaged in political issues. His involvement with the
7977 election suggesrs that this is an inaccurate assessmenr, ar least in
the 1970s. In the 1980s ir is true that he focused his energies on educa-
tional and intellectual endeavors.In the 1990s, howevei, Nurcholish
has become steadily more ourspoken about political issues. one indi-
cation of his enduring concern for socio-political issues has been his
involvement in Human Rights issues as a member of the Nationar
Hlm.an Rights commission of the Republic of Indonesia. Initially
critici'ed as being a mere exercise in 'window dressing, by a regime
facing increasing international pressure to lift its g.-i, the Human
Rights commission has proven itself capable of independent and in-
cisive criticism. A recenr example of this was the commission's sharp
criticism of official measures to 'conrrol' the large-scale rioting thal
broke out in Jakarta on 27 J,iy 1996 following the military,s storm-
ing of the PDI headquarters occupied by PDf members loyal to re-
cently ousred PDI leader Megawati Sukarnoputri.
Nurcholish arrived at the university of chicago in r97g expecr-
ing to undertake a doctorate in political science with Leonard Binder.
Instead, he was persuaded byFazlur Rahman to undertake research
in Islamic studies on the grounds that the Muslim world needed mod-
ern scholars of Islam more rhan it needed political scientists. Nur-
cholish's 1984 doctoral dissertation was entitled lbn Taymiwa on
Kalam and Falasifu. In it he argued that Ibn Taymiyya,o''.h ,rrrr't.d
by modernists as a conservative, was in actual fact far more reform-
minded than many had previously allowed.
\flhen Nurcholish rerurned to Indonesia in 1985 he joined the
teaching staff at IAIN syarif Hidayatullah and became a key figure in
the process of reform with the IAIN that had been initiated by Hrr.rn
Nasution. His friends from the Renewal Movement days. however.
were keen to see him have a broader influence upon Indtnesian soci-
ety. After much deliberation, tftomo Dananjayiand others resolved
to establish a socio-educational organization aimed at influencing
Jakarta's rniddle classes as a vehicle for establishing Nurcholish in a
broader social ministry. The organizarion that ihey established,
Paramadina, was initially criticized for being roo narrowly focused
on the middle and upper middle class abangan, or non-sdntriJakartans.
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Paramadina has, however, by any measure, been a solid success' It
currently has two offices, employs around rwenry full time members
of staff and is in the process establishing first a mode rn pesdntren and
then a private university.In many resPects, the seminars and discus-
sion groups of Paramadina represent a continuation of the Samanhudi
and Reboan discussion grouPs of the 1970s. Since the mid 1980s
Paramadina has run a regular schedule of public lectures, study cells,
weekend seminar programs and so forth. The organization contin-
ues to attract criticism for its deliberate focus on influencingJakarta's
elite, but few can deny that the strategy has been successful in turn-
ing urban abangan professionals, business people' civil servants and
st;dents towaras a stronger religious faith, a deeper knowledge of
Islam and a progressive outlook on the role of religion in society.
Though some may bulk at the comparison, it could be said that
Pafamadina, as an religious educational institution, is functioning as
a late twentieth century analogue of the traditional pesdntren or
madraah.
Some sense of the ethos of Paramadina, and indeed of neo-Mod-
ernism more generally in Indonesia, can be obtained from the brief
'mission statement' that the organization inserts in the back of each
of its books. This statement reads as follows: "YAYASAN
PARAMADINA is a religious institution which is wholly convinced
that as the universal values of Islam are made concrete in the context
of Indonesia's local traditions, hlamness and Indonesianness are pro-
foundly integrated. Yayasan Paramadina is designed to be a centre
for Islamic religiosity which is creative, constructive and positive, for
the purpose of the advancement of society, without being defensive
or reactionary in attirude. For this reason its core activities are di-
rected towards the building up of society' s capacity to. answer the
challenges of this age and to contributing towards its growing intel-
lectual tradition. This means investing considerable resources in de-
veloping the quality and authority of scholarship. As a consequence'
the core program of activities revolves around initiatives to raise up
and disseminate an understanding of Islam which is broad in scope,
profound, and imbued with a spirit of oPenness, together with dis-
seminating ideas which support justice, oPenness and democracy."tn
If one measure of Paramadina's success is the way in which it has
succeeded in establishing a strong following amongst sections of the
Jakarta elite, with hundreds attending its seminars and programs on a
regular basis, another must be its marshalling of Nurcholish's intei-
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lectual resources for writing. one of the main mechanisms by which
this has occurred has been Paramadina's monthly I{KA (Klub Kajian
Agama - Religious Studies Club) seminar series. The first KKA meet-
ing, was held in October 1986, nor long after the founding of
Paramadina. KKA seminars have been held on the evening oithe
third Friday of every month since then. For some years now the
seminars have taken place at Hotel Kartika chandra, a large inrerna-
tional hotel in South Jakarta. The several hundred, 
-ortly regular,
attendees are composed of a mixrure of students, intellectuals and
members of the city's upper middle classes. Each seminar sees rwo
pa.?e.rs being presented. The papers normally address some aspect of
religion and modern life and rhe second paper is normally presented
by Nurcholish Madjid. Copies of the rwo-papers, in booklet form,
are available at the light buffer dinner before rhe commencemenr of
the seminars.
In7992 Paramadina published an anthology of Nurcholish's KKA
papers entirled Islam, Doctrine and cuhure: A critical Study of Faith.
Humanism and Moderniry. b The amractively produced prpe.b..k,
widely available in Indonesian book srores, is over six hundred pages
long and conrains thirty three articles with titles such as 'The human
dimension in initiatives to understand religious doctrine'; ,The
strengths and weaknesses of Asy'5ri's understanding as a basis for
Islamic belief and doctrine'; and 'Re-acrualising cultural and spirirual
values in the process of transforming sociery'. This was followed in
7995 by two similar, though shofter, anthologies from paramadina
entitled Islam - the Religion of Humanism: Dezteloping a Neu Tradition
and vision for Islam in Indonesia; and Islam-tti aitigion of Culture:
Developing a sense of Islamic Doctrine in History and its Rileztance 26
The first book contains fourteen articles and is divided inro rwo sec-
tions: Part One: Islam and the klamic Tradition in Indonesia; and
Part Two: Islam, Humanism and Justice. The eighteen articles in the
second book"are arranged in three sections: Part one: The Historical
Approach to Understanding hlamic Doctrine and Culture; part Two:
Various Conceptions of Religiosity; The Meaning of hlam in the
Experience and Ritual Practice of Religion. As with Islam, Doctrine
and cubure, the articles in these two books are wrirren in a scholarly
fashion but pitched at an intelligent lay reader. Nurcholish's approach
is rigorously rational and logical and builds upon a conteitualised
reading of the Qur'An and Sunnah together with a deep knowledge
of classical Islamic scholarship. The text is rich with quotarions from
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the Qur'an and the Hadith, and from both classical Islamic scholars
and contemporary \flestern writers. Nevertheless, the narrative style
in the body of the text is clearly framed with a non-specialist in mind
and many of the intricacies of his argument are taken up in example
endnotes. (A fifteen page article, for example, might typically have
three or four pages of endnotes.)
In 7994, the year before the publication of these iast two books,
Paramadina had published another anthology of Nurcholish's writ-
ing: Gates on the Path to God.r The articles in this book however,
were drawn not from Paramadina seminars or lectures but from
Nurcholish's writing in the popular press. Consequently, the articles
are short and the style light and easy. It is perhaps not surprising
then, that this title has become Paramadina's best seller.
In addition to his Paramadina publications Nurcholish has three
other books published by Bulan Bintang and Mizan, two of the lead-
ing Islamic publishing houses in Indonesia, prior to Paramadina's
foray into book publishing. Vhilst working on his PhD in Chicago
Nurcholish decided to act on his conviction that Indonesian Mus-
lims needed to become better acquainted with classical Islamic schol-
arship. In 7979 he began translating key passages from the works of
Islam's leading scholars from Arabic into Indonesian. This work came
to fruition in 1984 when Bulan Bintang published The Intellectual
Treasury of Islam.28 This volume of almost four hundred pages incor-
porates excerpts from the works of the classical scholars: al-Kindi, al-
Asy'ari, al-Farabi, Ibn Sinl, al-Ghazlli, Ibn Rusyd, Ibn Taymiyyah,
Ibn Khaldrin, and the early modernists: Al-Afghlni and Muhammad
'Abduh. These passages are prefaced by Nurcholish in two long es-
says: 'The Intellectual Heritage of Islam' (fifty seven pages in length)
and 'A Brief Overview of Islamic Modernism' (twenty four pages
length).
In July 1987 Mizanpublished Nurcholish's first anthology, Islarn,
Modernity and Indonesianness.' This book is a compilation of
Nurcholish's writing from the 1970s and early 1980s. Three hundred
and forty four pages in length, the book is divided into six sections:
Section One - Islam and Political Aspirations in Indonesia; Section
Two - Islam and Aspirations for Social Justice; Section Three - Islam
and Modern-Industrial Society; Section Four - Modernism and the
Ideas for the Renewal of Islamic Thought; Section Five - Islam and
Learning; and Section Six - Prospects for Islam. The genesis for the
book lay with its editor, Agus Edi Santoso. He had conceived of the
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idea of making a compilation of Nurcholish's writing whilst work-
ing in the Department of Informarion at the National Office of HMI
during the period 1984-1986. After the publication of Islam, Moder-
nity and lndonesianness he decided ro put togerher a second volume
of Nurcholish's writing, drawing on material that had been passed
over in this first book. The result v/as rhe Tbought of tbe 'Young'
Nurcbolisb : Islam, Democrary and [ndonesianness, published by Mizan
in 7993.n The material in this second, somewhat slimmer, volume is
drawn entirely fromthe early L97Os and consists of short essays writ-
ten for Mimbar Jakarta and for Jakarta newspapers such as Tribun
and Post Bangsa.Likethe earlyvolume this book is divided into topi-
cal sections, but in this case the section titles are drawn directly from
the titles of certain essays and reflect rhe more popularist tone of
these essays: Section One Is Long Hair an Exrravagance?; Section
Two - Workers of Indonesia Unite!: Examining Initiatives ro Improve
the Quality of Life for Indonesia's Masses, Section Three Discover-
ing Indonesianness: Examining the Progress Made by Indonesia's
Rising Generation; Section Four - Heroes from the Village of Parakan:
Examining National Leadership Styles; and Section Five - Pak Haji
and the PKI Thesis: Examining Religion as One Variant in Discus-
sion.
Aside from publishing Nurcholish's writing, Paramadina has also
published a number of titles by other progressive Islamic intellectu-
als, many with social science PhD s from Western universiries. The
Contextualisation of Islamic Doctrine in History, a 7994 Paramadina
publication, illustrates well the intellectual and social concerns of
Nurcholish and his organization.3l This anthology of scholarly writ-
ing by leading Indonesian intellectuals is over seven hundred pages
in length. Aside from fifteen articles by Nurcholish there are arricles
by old friends who were with him in the Renewal Movemenr during
the 1970s such as Abdurrahman \flahid and Djohan Effendi as well
contributions from older scholars such as F{arun Nasution (rhe per-
son who, more than anyone else, is responsible for the progressive
reform of the IAIN system in the 1970s and 1980t and NU 'ulaml'
Kiai Ali Yafie, as well as from neo-Modernists of the nexr generation
such as Jalaluddin Rahmat (the Bandung based activist/intellectual
regarded as controversial because of his inreresr in Shi'ah thought),
Masdar F. Mas'udi (who, as a student leader, worked closely with
Abdurrahman in the reform of NQ, and Komarudin Hidayar (re-
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cenrly returned from doctoral studies in Turkey). The fifty two ar-
ticles are thematically organized into six chapters as follows: Chapter
one - concerning Problems in the Interprerarion of the Qur'an; chap-
ter Two - The Ftrndamental concepts of the Qur'ln; chapter Three
Traditional Islamic Intellectual Traditions: Theology, Philosophy,
Tasawwuf and Hadith; chapter Four - Fiqh in the Reality of the
Muslim Community; Chapier Five - The Esoteric Dimension of
\forship in Islam and its Implication for the Development gf a social
Ethic; .nd ch.pt.r six - The social Dimension of klamic Teaching.
It is interesting to note that the volume was edited by Paramadina
staffer Budhy i{unawar-Rachman. Budhy belongs to a generation of
younger Islamic intellectuals born in the 1960s, a decade after
jalaluddin Rahmat, Masdar F. Mas'udi, and Komaruddin Hidayat,
and two decades after Nurcholish and Abdurrahman. It is amongst
up-and-coming intellectuals of Budhy's generation rhat the neo-Mod-
einist thought of Nurcholish and Abdurrahman has been most influ-
ential. Many are graduates of either IAIN Syarif Hidayatullah, in
Jakarta, or IAIN Sunan Kalijaga, in Yogyakarta. In Jakarta they are
frequently associated with either Nurcholish Madjid's Paramadina,
Dawam Rahardjo's LSAF (Lembaga Studi Agama dan Filsafat - Insti-
tute for the Study of Religion and Philosophy) and the associated
journal, tllumul Qur'an, or P3M (Perhimpunan Perk-embangan
'P.r.rrtr.n 
dan Masyarakat - The Association for the Development of
Pesantren and Society) the NGO run by Masdar F. Mas'udi. In
Yogyakarta many of these younger Proponents of neo-Modernism
are active in LKiS, an NGO that acts as a forum for NU youth who
support the reformist thought of Abdurrahman \7ahid.
Abdurrahman Vahid
Abdurrahman was born in Jombang in 1940. Because of his family's
connections and his father's activities he grew up interacting with a
wide range of people. His parents made a deliberate effort to ensure
that he mixed not only with NU foai and politicians but also was
exposed to people from across a broad range of society, including
-.ny non-Muslims. As a child, for example, he was often left in the
care of a German friend of his father, an adult convert to Islam, from
whom hegained a love of classical European music. From L953 to
1957 he studied at aJunior Economic High School (SMEP). During
this time he boarded in the home of the modernist leader Kiai Haji
Junaid, a Muhammadiyah 'ulamA' and a member of the Muhamma-
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diyah Majlis Tarjih (Religious Advisory Board). From t957 to 1959
he studied at Pesanrren Tegalrejo at Magelang, where it is said that he
was such a gifted student that he was able to complete his studies in
half the time ordinarily required. From 1959 to 1963 he taught at
Muallimat Bahrul Madrasah ar Pesanrren Tambak Beras, Jombang
and at the same time studied ar Pesanrren Krapyak in yogyakarta. In
1964 he left for cairo, where he began attending classes it Al-Azhar
Tslamic university. Having complered his pesantren education
Abdurrahman wenr to first Al Azhar university in cairo and then
to Baghdad. The true narure of Abdurrahman's tertiary education,
like that of Nurcholish, can not be appreciated without consider-
ation of its informal as well as formal asDects.
From 7964ro 1966 Abdurrahman rtuii.d at Al Azhar University.
At least that was ostensibly the case. Abdurrahman himself explains
that he quickly become frustrated with the narrowness of views that
he encountered at Al-Azhar. Before long he began skipping classes at
Al-Azhar and spending time instead at the American-university Li-
brary. Apart from extensive reading he spent his time attending semi-
nars, engaging in discussion and generally pursuing a rarher informal
education. This process also included developing a love for soccer
and French cinema, passions that have remained with him to the
present.32 rn 7966 Abdurrahman rransferred to the Facultv of Arrs ar
the University of Baghdad where he studied Arabic literature for four
years. Through all of this time, in fact since his days in Pesantreq
Tambak Beras in Jombang, Abdurrahman devoured the work of a
wide range of writers. Apart from a wide range of fiction in four
languages (Indonesian, Arabic, English and French, leaving aside the
question ofJavanese) Abdurrahman read critical works on social theo-
ry, philosophy, religion and politics. He had hoped to formalize this
education through completing a Masrers degree in Europe, bur was
unable to find an institution that recognized his Middle Eastern stud-
ies.
Encouraged by news of interesting developments in the pesantren
scene in Indonesia, and unable to study in Europe, Abdurrahman
returned home in 7977. He immediately immersed himself in the
pesdntren world, holding a number of positions at various pesantren.
From L972 ro 797 4 he was Dean of the Faculty of Theology (Ushulud-
din) at the Hasjim Asy'ari University (in effect an Islamic college) in
Jombang. From 7974 to 1980, he was secrerary-general of the
Tebuirengpesantren inJombang. From 1978 Abdurrahman took up
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the leadership of Pesantren ciganjur in South Jakarta. Having moved
to Jakarta in I978 Abdurrahman become increasingly involved with
the national leadership of NU. Then in 1979 he was made First sec-
retary (Katib Awaf of the NU Supreme Religious Council (Syuriah)
in !979, in Jakarta. In 1983 Abdurrahman teamed up with KH
Achmad Siddiq to conrest the leadership of NU in the wake of the
forced resignation of KH Idham Chalid in May 1982, who had been
General Chairman of NU since 1956. In December L984, at a five
yearly National congress Abdurrahman was elected General chair-
man (ie. head of rhe Tanfidziyah, r'he Executive Board) and KH
Achmad Siddiq his Rols Aam (ie. head of the Syuriah).
In the early years of his chairmanship of NU the government
welcomed Abdurrahman's presence as a voice for moderation and
stability. In recent years, however, Abdurrahman has increasingly
been seen as an annoying and ernbarrassing oppositional figure. A
significant elemenr in this has been the fact that in March 1995
Aldurrahman, together with Djohan Effendi and 43 other leading
public intellectuais and community figures, rePresenting a broad spec-
irum of Indonesian society, launched the ginger-group Forum
Demokrasi to campaign for democratic reform.'!ilhere once his out-
sooken comments about the need for democratic reform were qui-
eily tolerated he is now seen to have gone too far in his public criti-
cism of the president and as a result is being placed under consider-
able politic.l pt.ttu... tVhereas in 1989 he was re-elected chairman
without significant opposition in December 1994 he only narrowly
escaped defeat because of powerful, government backed opposition
as hl was re-elected to a third, five year term of office.
It is completely misleading, however, ro describe Abdurrahman
as simply an oppositional figure - as a Muslim activist whose very
poprlarity 
-.rkr him as a thieat ro rhe regime. His relationship with
itr. r.gi-. is rather more complex. In the 1970s and early 1980s the
Soehaito regime jailed a number of radical Muslim activists and placed
hundreds of others under surveillance, fearful lest Indonesia should
follow the path of other Muslim counrries such as Esypl and Paki-
stan and fini itself locked in an impossible struggle with the hydra of
grass-roors fundamentalism. A fear driven home all the more by the
iurprising rurn of evenrs in Iran in 1979. Moreover, the Indonesian
go-r.tn-int claimed that it had reason to fear radical fundamental-
ir.., .rr..r within the national capital itself. The military's harsh sup-
pression of rioting in Tanjung Priok, Jakarta's seedy port district, in
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September 1984 sent a clear message that it would not tolerare Is-
lamic extremism.33'\ilflhen Abdurrahman was elected Executive Chair-
man of NU in December 1984, however, he was greeted warmly by
the regime much as was Nurcholish and the Renewal Movement in
the early 1970s. Like Nurcholish he was seen by the regime to be a
positive change-agent, a moderate, modern Muslim leader who would
help bring the ummat into the late modern age. During his first five
year term as Executive Chairman of NU this assessment was proved
true, exceeding government expectations. Early in his second term,
however, the relationship began to sour. Not because Abdurrahman
failed to remain a progressive influence but rather because he became
increasingly outspoken at what he saw to be the regime's short-sighted
opportunism in exploiting Islamic senriment.
As Executive Chairman of NU Abdurrahman has enjoyed enor-
mous popularity and a public profile unmatched by almost any orher
figure outside of the Indonesian military and government. His eleva-
tion within this largely rural and very traditional organizarion, how-
ever, was not the achievement of a single brilliant individual, even if
his later notoriety with the regime is. The previous Executive Chair-
man, Idham Chalid, had held the post since 1956. As is to be ex-
pected, such a long tenure ensured that Idham had built up consid-
erable patronage within the organization and he was not easily dis-
lodged. By the early 1980s, however rhere was mounring disaffrction
with his leadership within NU. In many respecr he had nor served
the organization well, and there seemed lirtle prospect of reforming
and modernizing NU whilst Idham remained in office. InMay 1982
a small delegation of senior'ulaml' visited him at his home and per-
suaded him to step down 'on account of his healrh'. This he did, but
not without strong regrets. The'quiet coup'was a success, but it left
NU divided between two facion: rhose who supported Idham were
dubbed the Cipete group and his reforming opponenrs were dubbed
the Situbondo group.lManywere critical of theway in which Idham
was asked to resign but on balance the Situbondo group had the back-
ing of the NU Syuriah, the Supreme Religious Council consisting of
senior'ulaml' to which the Tanfidziah, or Executive Board was ulti-
mately responsible.
A rnunAs, or national consultation (nusyauarah nasional),was con-
vened in December 7983 in Situbondo. This munas in generally re-
garded as marking the beginning of reformarion within NU. r5 A
series of important decisions were made that set the path for ongoing
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reform. The most important decisions was that NU would return to
the 'Khittah of 1926'. Rerurning to the Khittah (literally the 'charter'
or 
(srraregy" bur in effect the 'qpirir' or tacir 'guiding principles') on
which NU was originally founded tn 7926was generally understood
ro mean three thing. Firstly, NUwould leave pany politics to concen-
trate on its original task of being a socio-educational organization'
Secondly, real leadership of the organization would be restored to
the ,ulama' (rather than the politicians, of whom Idham was the prime
example). Thirdly, Nu would rerurn its focus to assisting the social,
..ono*i. and educational development of its members. In practise
no clear consensus existed on what returning to the Khittah of- 7926
actually meant in concrete terms, and different parties chose to em-
phasizi one aspect above all others. The second impo-rtant decision
made *as that NU acknowledged that Pancasila (the 'five principles'
that form the normative ideological foundation of the Indonesian state)
was comparible with Islam, a decision that paved the way.for the latter
adoption of Pancasila as the ideological basis of the organization- Thirdly,
it was decided at the 1983 munds that NU officials not be allowed to
be simultaneously officials of political parties or organizations.
The group that formulated and lobbied for these reforms came to
be knoin ai the Maili s-24, or Council of. 24, afrer the number of its
members. The Majlis-24, which had begun meeting in mid L983, con-
sisted mainly of 
'young NU activists and intellectuals, such as
Abdurrahman \ilahid, Masdar F. Mas'udi, Muchith Muzadi, and
Fahmi Saifuddin and supported by several of the more progressive
'ulaml', such as KH Musthofa Bisri, KH Sahal Mahfudz, and, most
importantly, KH Achmad siddiq. From this larger group a working
paity of ,erren, the so-called Tim Tujuh, of which Abdurrahman was
, ,ni-ber, was assigned the task of formulating what was_meant by
the ,Khittah of tgit'. The material formulated by the Tim Tujuh
(the Team of Seven) was' for the most Part, concerned with matters
of social welfare, economic development and responses to moder-
nity. This material was combined with material of a more specifi-
caliy religious narure already formuiated by KH Achmad Siddiq in a
shott book published in 7979 entitled Khittah Nahdliyab'
In December 1984 an NU National congress was held at situbondo'
This congiess built on rhe achievements of the munas the year be-
fore, disirssing, and securing some sort of consensus on, what was
meanr by 'retuining ro rhe Khittah of.7926' in practical terms. As is
usual at i\ational Clngress', it also saw the election of a new Execu-
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tive Board, to which eleven of the members of the Majlis-24 were
elected. More importantly, Abdurrahman \ilahid was elected as Ex-
ecutive Chairman and Achmad Siddiq was elected as Rois Aam, or
head of the Syuriah. A new era had begun for NU.
The Siddiq-Abdurrahman team proved a formidable alliance. The
two men naturally complemented each other and Abdurrahman ben-
efited greatly from Siddiq's mentoring, though the relationship was
not wiihout its ups and downs. Born inJember in t926int"o a leading
NU family Siddiq had acted as personal secretary to Vahid Hasyim,
Abdurraltman's flther, when he was Minister for Religious Affairs
(1949-52). He later enjoyed a term as an NU member of parliament
during the Old Order (1957-9 and then again in 1971) followed by a
long ind successful career in The Department of Religious Affairs.
His religious learning, independent frame of mind and long experi-
ence wiih NU politics and religious affairs in Indonesia proved in-
valuable to that task of reforming NU that he and Abdurrahman
undertook in their first five year term. In 1989, at the 28fi NU Na-
tional Congress at Krapyak, East Java, the Siddiq-Abdurrahman team
was re-elected, but not without facing significant opposition. Many
of the older kyai were concerned about statements made by
Abdurrahman and reported in the press, and by his seeming willing-
ness to overturn dearly held traditions. A case in point was
Abdurrahman's suggesrion that greeting fellow Muslims with 'sehmat
pagi' ('good fblessed-peaceful] morning') was just as appropriate as
uring the traditional Arabic greeting of.'as-salamu alaikum'(peace be
,rpon you'). The latter was, after all, he argued, a traditional Arab
language greering, one used by Arab christians as well as Muslims
a.rJtherefore noiintrinsically Islamic. Moreover, the Indonesian word
selarnat is a cognate of the Arabic salam (and the Hebrew sbalom), so
saying 'selamat pagl'should be understood to be a perfectly.accePt-
able Indonesian equivalent to 'assalam alaikum'. Many at the con-
gress were also upset with Abdurrahman's general outspokenness and
ioiced conc6rn ihat he might endanger NU if he upset the govern-
menr. others were alarmed at the apparent disharmony within the
NU Board, in part a product of enduring disaffection from Idham
Chalid's ,rppott.tt. For the most Part, Abdurrahman was able to
answer his iiitics and win over ar leasr some of them, with the end
result that he was elected by acclamation.
The Siddiq-Abdurrahman team clearly had the president's sup-
port ar both the 1984 and the 1989 National congresses, but, as al-
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luded to above, by 1990 the relationship had begun to deteriorate. In
part this was a product of Abdurrahman's bold and, on occasion,
possibly unwise, speaking out about Indonesian politics. Achmad
Siddiq's death in 1991 is perhaps also a significant factor, for it left
Abdurrahman without anyone to hold him in check. The main rea-
son, however, for the souring of relations between the palace and
Abdurrahman was the president's determination to win over sup-
port from conservative Muslims even at the expense of 're-
confessionalising' of Indonesian politics.
In 1990 the president made the hQjpilgrimage for the first time, amid
much fanfare and publicity, returning to Indonesia from the Holy Land
with a new first name (lvluhammad) and new respect frommany santri
Muslims. In 1989 and 7990 he allowed the passing of various legislative
measure designed to buttres the standing of religious courts. Then in
December 1990 he gave his of{icial blesing, considerable amounts of
money, and his right-hand-man, Prof. BJ. Habibie, to the new Indone-
sian Association of Muslim Intellectuals, or ICVI (Ikatan Cendekiawan
Muslimin se-Indonesia). As a consequence ICIvII became an organiza-
tion of major importance, and avoiding any association with it for a
santri publicservant became a matter no les easythan refusing any part
in Golkar (the government political pafty to which all public servants
are considered automatic members). Moreover a number'of Islamic ac-
tivists, whose views had previously been considered dangerously sectar-
ian, suddenly found themselves not only back in government favor but
also being offered senior positions within ICMI.
\fhilst others suspended judgement, or felt too intimidated to speak
our (rhe majority of prominent Muslim intellectuals in Indonesia felt
obliged to join ICMI, at least in a nominal fashion, or, as in the case
of Nurcholish, allow their a names to 'remain on the roll' without
actually attending meetings), Abdurrahman was forthright in express-
ing his concerns about ICMI. His concerns revolved around three
issues. Firstly, he was concerned that the president was using religion
as a political tool. Secondly, he was worried that the exclusive nature
of ICMI would, in itself, foster sectarianism. And thirdly, he was
alarmed that ICMI might prove to be a "Trojan Horse", and that a
small, radical, element within ICMI would later seek to launch a
Masyumi style Islamic party committed to a platform of seeking to
make Indonesia into an Islamic state.s
In March 1991, several months after the founding of ICMI Abdur-
rahman, Diohan Effendi (one of the few, apart from Abdurrahman,
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to publicly speak our against the danger of sectarianism inherent in
ICMD and 43 other well known intellectuals drawn from across the
faith communities founded Forum Demokrasi. The group was
founded not simply in reaction to ICMI, but rather i.r ieactlon ro
what they perceived as growing sectarianism across Indonesian socie-
ry.
A particular catalyst was the violent demonstrarions thar accom-
panied the so-called Monitor Affair. Monitor, a popular weekly tab-
loid magazine had run a 'rongue in cheek' populaiity poll in which
the Prophet Muhammad came in at eleventh in the popularity rank-
ing, behind President Soeharto (first), Habibie (second), Saddam
Hussein (seventh) and Arswendo Atmowiloto, Monitor's christian
editor (tenth). vhat alarmed Abdurrahman and Diohan was nor rhar
the Islamic ummat was ourraged (for Arswendo had given great of-
fence, and for no good reason) but thar this sentiment Jxpresied irself
in a disturbingly violent fashion. shortly after the resuhs of the poll
were published the office of Monitor was surrounded by an angry
demonstrarion of srone rhrowing youths. In fact conservative ile-
ments within the ummat were so vigorous in their denunciation of
Arswendo that he was forced to seek police Drorecrion. Arswendo
was then charged with, and later found guiliy of blasphem/, and
sentenced to five years in jail, the maximum senrence. The severity
of the sentence suggested that the public ourrage expressed by some
sections of the ummdt had been of considerable conseouence in influ-
encing the court.
As the name suggests, Forum Demokrasi was intended to be a forum
for discussing liberal democratic ideais and ways in which they might be
realized in Indonesian society . It was intended to be a small but influen-
tial think+ank and lobby group thar would work rowards engendering
liberal, democratic ideals within Indonesian society. Quite delibe rately
Forum Demokrasi is comprised of religious leaders and inteilectuais rep-
resenting a wide range of religious traditions and groupings in Indone-
sian society. The disproportionately high number of Christian mem-
bers is not, they explain, the result of deliberate policy so much as the
failure of many within the Islamic ummat to respond.
In late 1997 and early 7992 Abdurrahmrn .nd NU came under in-
creasing p(essure to publicly endorse Soehano standing for a further
five year term in the 1993 presidential elections. The majoriry of large
organizations in Indonesia eventually succumbed to pressure and made
public staremenrs in support of a further Soeharto presidency, a marter
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which was, in any case, a foregone conclusion. Abdurrahman resisted
the mounting pressure and instead stated that NU would celebrate its
sixty sixth anniversary by holding a large rally, or Rapar Akbm,to pledge
its ongoing loyalty to Pancasila. On the l" of March 1992 several hun-
dred thousand NU members gathered in the car park of the Senayan
Sports Stadium in Jakarta. Vhilst the Rapat Akbar was the largest non
government mass gathering in twenty five years in Indonesia,
Abdurrahman was deeply disappointed at the size of the turn out.r/ He
had earlier predicted a turn-out of up to rwo million. Part of the reason
that attendance had not been greater, he claimed, was that the miiitary
had stopped people boarding buses bound for the rally. Disappointed,
the next day he wrote a frank letter to the president, pointing out that the
president was foolish to have opposed NU's rally as NU is a mas orgeniza-
tion thoroughly committed to Pancasila and to peace and harmony, and as
zuch ought to be encouraged. By failing to stlpport proPancasila groups
such as NU, he arBued, the president was giving succor to reactionary and
divisive elements in lndonesian society . If these elements were to continue
unchecked" he wrote,Indonesian was in danger of becoming like Algeria.
More recently there are signs that the relationship between
Abdurrahman and the palace are improving. In any case, with all at-
tempts to date to topple Abdurrahman as head of NU having failed, and
with no obvious contender to the NU leadership in the wings, the re-
gime is obliged to work with him. As Indonesia's largest grass-roots,
non-government, organization NU is far too significant a body to be
ignored. There are also signs that ICVII is on the wane, though it is too
early to write it off yet. Vhat will happen over the next three to five
years is imposible to predict, for at the moment everything hangs on
the question of presidential succesion and the looming transition to the
post-Soehano era. 'Whatever the course of events, however, it is likely
that NU and Abdurrahman'Wahid will play a significant role in work-
ing to maintain social stability and inter-communal harmony.
Abdurrahman may be a rather maverick figure much given to bold criti-
cism of government figures. But there is no doubting his commitment as
a moderate and a liberal to maintaining social harmony in lndonesia's
plural society.
Islamic neo-Modernism and the
Thought of Nurcholish Madjid and Abdurrahman Vahid
The above discussions about Nurcholish Madjid and Abdurrahman
have been rather disjointed and, at best, present little more than an
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overview of their rhought and public lives. Nevertheless they should
have been sufficient to indicate that in the Indonesian contert, with
its current heightened inreresr in religion and significanr general in-
terest in intellectuals, both men function very much as public intel-
lectuals. In an important sense they act as cuitural brokers between
the world of rhe santri and the 'ulaml' and rhat of 'secular' intellectu-
als, being simuhaneously 'ulami' and public intellectuals.
Il .T.nI ways, in their commitment to rational inquiry and toijtihid, in their commirment to progress and modernization, particu-
larly in the area of education, and in their generally positive view of
the.future, they resemble the early modernists. 'ivhilst they have,
undoubtedly, been profoundly influenced by Islamic modernism, ir
ls lmportant to note, however, that they have come from a tradition-
alist background. But to describe them as being either Modernist or
traditionalist is wholly inadequate for, in an important sense, they
are neither.
At this point in time no clear consensus exisrs on how to label
these remarkable intellectuals and the new movement of Islamic
thought that they represent. Moreover, many of their followers are
inclined to accenruate the differences in their thought, or at least in
their social engagemenr and cultural styles. Abduriahman, nor sur-
prisingly, remains strongly orientated towards the rural and tradi-
tionalist world of Nahdlatul ulama, and has highly developed politi-
cal skills. \flhilst Nurcholish is a big-city academic very much at home
in Jakarta's sophisticated urban milieu, but not particularly inter-
ested political life.
Some have described Abdurrahman, and even Nurcholish, as be-
ing'neo-traditionalist', and not without reason. Up to a certain poinr
the term neo-traditionalist, as used by scholars of the Middle East
such as \filliam Shepard, does have a certain applicability in the In-
donesian contexr.38 Nevertheless, rhere are profound differences be-
tween the Middle East, especially the Arab world, and Indonesia,
particularly rd$arding, the relationship between 'ulamX' and 'mod-
ern' intellectuals. Neither Nurcholish or Abdurrahman, or in fact
anyone closely involved with them, really conforms to the Egyptian
notion of an 'hlamist'. Indeed, in many respecrs, Nurcholish and
Abdurrahryran more closely resemble Egypt's so-called 'secular' in-
tellectuals, but that label is of little use in the Indonesian conrexr.
least of all with figures such as these.
The most useful label to describe the liberal, progressive, thought
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of Nurcholish and Abdurrahman, of Paramadina and the younger
generation within NU is the one that derives from Fazlur Rahman's
prrrarg* of modern reformist movements in klam: neo-Modernism.re
ifrh-i' delineates four distincr movements from amongst the re-
formist movements that have emerged over the Past two centuries'
The first movement he refers to as Islamic Revivalism, and in con-
iunction with this he mentions the vahabis and the sanusis. The
secorrd movement, he suggests, was the Islamic modernist movement'
which he sometimes re"6rs to as ciassicai Modernism. The third
movemgnt, to which he gives the label neo-Revivalism (or occasion-
,lly, n.o-nundamentaliti.; *.,t, he argues' a direct product of the
,..ond. In effect, Classical ivlodernism Jegenerated into neo-Revival-
ism as succeeding generations of modernists turned their backs on
Islamic scholarshlfand occupied themselves with various social and
poiiri.rt activities. In broadierms, the political thought.of Rashid
Rida became more important than the Islamic scholarship of
Muhammad.Abduh and the modernist movement became lncreas-
Irgry ."t-"n from its theological and.sc.holarly roots. Intellectually
the movement sragnated and socially it became increasingly.narrow
and defensive in iti outlook, until a ieactionary and apologetic mind-
set ultimately came to dominate. Finally, the forth movement' which
Rahman calls neo-Modernism, arises amongst younger intelle.ctuals'
;;;;;ith;; theologically trained,.whom have become disenchanted
wittr modernism/neorevivalism. This last movement marks a return
," ii. spirir of earlier modernism, but seeks to combine it with the
rich heiitage of classical Islamic schcilarship'
Rahmanwasnotparticularlythinkingofthelndonesiansitua-
tion when he first conceived of this paradigm' His mode.l was,clearly
meanttobeofuniversalapplicabilityandwastramedlnbroadterms.
A;; opii-itr he hoped'ftr the emergence of neo-Modernism but
admitted to having seen little evidencJ for it. As it happens, in the
Indonesian context' Rahman was remarkably prescient'.Not only
does his model accurately describe the stagnation of modernism in
Indonesia, it also piorrides a remarkably accurate description of the
movement that succeeded it.
In describing Nurcholish and Abdurrahman as neo-modernists it
is arzued that tf,e diff...rr..s between them are far less consequential
il;il5;-.rr."rirr congruence of their thought. Indeed, it can be
,.id'h,,mostofthepointsofdifferencebetweenthetwomenare
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matters of style, rather than content, and can be explained in terms
of differences in social milieu and personal remDeramenr. The essen-
tial similarity of their thought is evident in the following five-point
precis of Indonesian neo-Modernism in that five points relate eouallv
to both thinkers.
Indonesian neo-Modernism
The first point to nore abour neo-Modernism is that, unlike many
Islamic movements, neo-Modernism can be said to be progressive.
That is to say, it has a positive arrirude rowards modernity, ptogr.rt
and developmenr. This is not ro say rhar neo-Modernist thinkers are
uncritical of aspects of developmenr, for they are often very critical,
particulariy where matters of social justice are concerned, but rather
that they are generally optimistic about the direction in which hu-
manity is currently progressing and accept the need for rapid social
change. This progressive outlook is illustrated by the fact thar rarher
than looking back transfixed upon the 'golden age of Islam' in rhe
7th and 8th centuries CE., and grieving for the lost pasr, they look
forward excitedly ro the 21st century in the expecration that it will
be Islam's best century yet.
Secondly, neo-Modernism, like 'fundamentalism', is, in part, a
response to modernity, and the globalising encroachment of 'West-
ern civilization and cuhure on the Muslim world. Unlike 'funda-
mentaiism', however, neo-Modernism does not see the W'est as an
'occidental other' in which it does not have, and can not have any
part. It does not feel the need to consranrly proclaim its difference
from the Wesr, or to insist upon a whollv separare identitv for itself.
On the contrary, neo-Modernism wishes fo, Isla-, and to some ex-
tent finds in Islam, that which is'good' and'noble' in lilestern civili-
zation. Whilst this echoes the position of Islamic modernists one
hundred years ago, the position of neo-Modernisrs with respect to
the west is altogether more expansive, reflecting the natural confi-
dence of a generation of intellectuals who have grown up in a post-
colonial age. Whereas earlier Modernists were careful ro make a distinc-
tion between western technology and lVestern culture, accepting most
aspects of the former but rejecting many elemenrs of the latter, the neo-
ModernistBosition is arguably much more sophisticated in its approach
to'Western culture and learning, particularly in the social sciences and
humanities. It is, of course, critical of certain aspects of Western cul-
ture but it does nor accept the commonly voiced argumenr that Vest-
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ern culture and hlamic culture are profoundly irreconcilable. Neo-Mod-
ernism not only advocates ''Western' liberal ideals such as democracy,
human rights and the separation of 'church' and state but argues that in
these ideals Islam shares a common heritage with the lVest.
Thirdly, building on the above points, neo-Modernist thought in
Indonesia affirms the particular kind of secularism set forth in the
Pancasila and in the Indonesian constitution, in which sectarian reli-
gious interests are kept separate from the interests of the state, sepa-
rating, as it were, church and state. In arguing that this is a natural
and right development in Muslim society that is not in any way con-
trary to the interests of religion, the neo-Modernists argue that the
Qur'ln and the Sunnah neither cont;in a blue print for an Islamic
state nor stipulate that a religious state is necessary, or even possible.
All that was stipulated, they argued, were general principles by which
Muslim society should be guided. This point has been the most con-
troversial aspect of neo-Modernism since Nurcholish Madjid first pub-
licly spoke of. sekularisasi and desakralisme in a watershed paper ad-
dressed to a gathering of Muslim students on the 3rd of January 7970
And, ironically, whilst it earned him and his movement the instant
opprobrium of his former mentors in the modernist movement, this
aspect of neo-Modernism has been of great influence within broader
Indonesian society today.
Fourthly, neo-Modernism presents an open, inclusivistic, liberal
understanding of Islam that is accepting, indeed affirming, of social
pluralism and stresses the need for tolerance and harmony in inter-
communal relations.
Fifthly, neo-Modernism begins in the spirit of turn of the century
modernism, picking up Muhammad'Abduh's concern for rational-
ity and f.or ijtihid, or individual endeavours in interpretation. It ex-
pands upon 'Abduh's approach to ijtihhl however, and argues for
the development of a more systematic hermeneutics, a contextualised
ijtihad (ijrihad konreksrual), rhar is sensitive to the peculiarities of 7th
century Arabian culture and society and enlightened as to the cul-
tural needs of late 20th century Indonesian society. Uniike the ear-
lier modernists in Indonesia, however, the neo-Modernists argue for
the synthesis of traditional Islamic scholarship with the modernist
concern fgr ijtihAd, and with modern '\flestern' learning in the so-
cial-sciences and humanities. In this regard it is very significant that
the seminal thinkers within the movement come from a traditional-
ist background and, as youths, were pesdntren or Madrasah (religious
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day school) trained and hence had fluency in classical Arabic and
familiarity with the classical heritage of Islamic scholarship. Neo-
Modernism, then, can be said to be simultaneously a 'return to the
basics' of modernism (affirming the original thougirt of Muhammad
'Abduh over later understandings of modernism, in particular the
politically orientated thought of 'Abduh's disciple Rashid RidX that
has been so influential in Indonesian Modernism) and a synthesis of
traditionalist, modernist, and'\flestern' learning.{
Conclusion
In summary, it is clear that for Nurcholish and Abdurrahman the
opportunity to undertake studies in modern, Western, learning was
a vital element, nexr to their santri backgrounds perhaps the vital
element in their intellectual development. In many ways rhe emer-
gence of neo-Modernist thought in Indonesian Islam can be explained
simply in terms of the coming rogerher of classical Islamic scholar-
ship, the rationalist and progressive spirit of Islamic modernism, and
modern, \flestern, learning. To a large extent the emergence of this
movement is a direct outcome of the growing opportunities for mod-
ern education amongst rural santri, and the process of reform that
has taken place amon gst pesdntren and IAIN. It is also clear that in a
variety of ways the political and social environment of the New Or-
der was a formative influence. And, just as importantly, the political
dynamics of the New Order afforded them a degree of protection
from their peers and allowed them to 'think aloud' in a way that few
other Islamic intellectuals anywhere in the Islamic world were able
to.
As Indonesia readies itself for the transition ro rhe posr-Soeharto
era, this progressive movement of thought with its emphasis on plu-
ralism, humanitarianism and non-sectarianism will be sorely tested.
To the extent that it is able to continue to influence Indonesian society
it will be a major factor in determining whether Indonesian society
continues tobe marked by inter-communal harmony or whether it
slides into increasing sectarianism. If it passes the test then Indone-
sian neo-Modernism may indeed point the way to Islamic renaissance
in the new century.
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Endnotes
1. In order ro avoid confusion, Arabic words here are transliterated and employed
in accordance with the standard Indonesian convention. As a consequence the
word ,ulama,, for example, is both singular and plural, in accordance with stan-
clard Indonesian usage. Similarly, Indonesian names afe used according to Indo-
nesian convention. In Indonesia the central figures in this study are referred as
Nurcholish and Abdurrahman rather than Madjid and Wahid because the latter
are the names of their fathers rather than their own Personal names (most ethnic
groups in Indonesia have nor traditionally employed a convention of using sur-
names, or family names).
2. For a good introduction to the issues raised by Geertz's paradigm, as well as a
carefuicase-study of the complex relationship beween Javanist, or abangan ls-
lam, and orrhodox Islam in Jata refer to Robert \v, Hefner, 'Islamising Java?
Religion and Polirics in Rural East Java', The lournal of Asian Studies, Vol. 46,
No. 3, August 1987 , pp.533-54'
3. For examples of scholarship along these lines refer to: R.M Koentfaraningrat.
,Revievz of the Religion of Jaoa', Maialab llmu-ilmu Sastra Indoneiz,z, No. 2, 1963,
pp. 188-9 1; Zamakhsyari Dhofier,'Sanui Abangan dalam kehidupan Oran g J awa :
T..opoog dari Pesantren', PismaT, 1978, pp. 48-43; Bambang Pranowo, Creal-
ing Islam-ic Tradition in Rnral laoa, PhD rhesis, Department of Anthropolog,v,
Minash University (Clayton, 1991);'Menyingkap Tradisi Besar dan Tradisi Kecil',
Pesantren,No. 3/Vol. IV/lg87,pp.3l-42; Nurcholish Madjid, 'Islamic Roots of
Moclern Plnralism. studia klamika: Indonesian Journal for klamic studies, Yol-
nme I, no. 1 (April-June)1994,pp.55-77.In this last article Nurcholish quotes
from Marshall G. Hodgson's The venture of klam "...but Geertz stands out in
the field. For one who Lnows Islam, his comprehensive data - despite his inten-
tion - show how lide has survived from the Hindu past even in inner Java and
raises the qlresrion why the triumph of Islam was so complete." (Nurcholish
Madfid, 'Islamic Roots, P. 61)
Refer also to M. c. Rickl.fr, 'Six centuries of Islamization in Indonesia' , in
N. Levtzion (ed.) Conoersion to Islam, pp. 100-28 (New York, 1979); Villiam R'
Roff,'Islam obscured? some Reflections on Studies of Islarn and Sociery in South-
east Asia" in M. Bonneff, H. chamber-Loir, Denys Lombard and christian
Pelras (eds) L'lslam en Indonesie,I, 1985, Paris: Association Archipel, pp.7-34i
Robert w. Hefner, Hindu Javanese: Tengger Tradition and Islam, Princeton Uni-
versiry Press (Princeton, 1985); and Mark R. \woodward, Islam in Java: Norma'
tioe Piety antl Mysticism in tbe Sultanate of Yogyakarta, The Association for Asian
Srudies Mooog..ph No. XLV, The University or Arizona Press ffucson, 1989).
4. For an infoiiriatine discussion of these issues in the Indonesian context refer to:
Martin van Bruinessen, 'Traditions for the Future: the Reconstruction oI
Traditionalist Discourse within NU 
" 
in Greg Barton and Greg Fealy (eds),
Nabdlanl ulama, Traditional Islam and Modernity in Indonesia, Monash Asia
Instinrte (Clayton, 1996), pp. 163-71.
5. wahicl Hasiim was the f"iher of Abdurrahman vahid. He was one of the few
NU lgaders ro exert considerable influence in Masyumi before NU exited NU
in 1952.
6 Sukarno banned Masyumi in January 1960 in the wake of involvement by
Masyumi leaders in the PRRI regional uprising in west Sumatra in 1958.
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7. Quoted in Kamal Hassan, Muslim Intellectuar Responses to 'Neu on{cr' Motlern-
ization in Indonesia, Dewan Bahasa dan pustaka Kementerian pelajaran Malay-
sia (Kuala Lumpur, 1980), p. 125.
8. KH wahid Has.iim died tragically in a car accident in April 1953. At the time of
his death 38 year old wahid was essentially rdnning Nu r, a national level.
Abdurrahman wahid, who was travelling in the car with him at the time, hacl
been greatly influenced by his father. The circumstances of his death left a deeo
impression on him and conrributed to a strong sense of mission in later life.9. This is not to say that Indonesian Islam as a whole lacked classically rainecl
scholars. on the contrary, since the days of the sultanates of Mataram and Malaka
rnore than five centuries ago rens of thousands of scholars had left the archi-
pelago for sojourns, often very long sojourns, in the Arab worlcr. There they
often obtained a very high level of masrery of the language, rhe sources and the
writings of classical Islam. Returning to Java or Sumatra these scholars contrib-
uted to the ongoing process of raising up a new generation of fulam,)' and ens.r-
ing that Islam in rhe region, for all its inadequacies and divergent tendencies,
had at its core a solid body of reliable scholarship (for a careiul and detailecl
discussion of Indonesian scholarship in the Middle East, and other matters relat-
ing to this issue, refer to Anthony H. Johns, 'Islamization in Southeast Asia:
Reflections and Reconsiderations with Special Reference to the role of sufisrn',
Southeast Asian Studies, Vo1.31, No.l, June 1993, pp.43-61). Naturally, nor every
'ulanti', or everv pesdntren, was thoroughly scholarly but over the centnries
Islamic scholarship in Indonesia grew increasingly srronger. And with the aci-
vent of cheaper and faster travel to the Middle East the volume of Malay, Javanese
and orher Southeast Asian scholars uavelling to the great institutions of learn-
ing in the Islamic world increased all the more. The Indonesian ummat thett,
though for the most part poor and not well educated (we are tarking here about
the period up until the late 1960s - in the 1990s the situation is iignificantly
tlifferent), did have a considerable number of well educated scholars. These schol-
ars however, were generally of r*o kinds. Like the ummat itself they were split
into two camps - the Kaum Muda, or modernists, and the Kaum Tua, or tratri-
tionalists. one group gained a reasonable degree of mastery in classical Islarnic
schoiarship and the other achieved high levels in modern wesrern educario'.
10. It is significant in the context of rhis discussion ro note that two of the first
rnodernist intellectuals to undertake higher level studies in classical Islarnic schol-
arship, Harun Nasution and Mukri Ali, went on to play imporrant roles in the
developrnent of IAIN Syarif Hidayat'llah and IAIN Sunan Karif aga re-spectivelv.
Mukti Ali began a long career lecturing in comparative religion at IAiN Su'a'
Kaliiaga in the late 1960s. Harun Nasution similarly began his acadernic career
at IAIN Syarif Hidayatullah where he continues to lechre, eve' after his 'offi-
cial' retirernent. Arnongst other responsibilities during his ten*re there he wa-s
Rector for eletsn ygxl5 and then Dean of the Faculqv of postgraduate Stuciies.
Both rnen were very influential in developing a new kind of Islarnic scholarship
in I'donesia, a kind of scholarship that draws both from the world of classical
Is]arni,c learning and frorn the world of modern, wesrern learning.
11. The rnost outstanding Islamic intellectuals amongsr rhe early molernists, rho-se
who contributed most to the development of Islamic thought, were 'uram,)'bv
training. Foremost arnongst these being M*hammad 'Abduh in Eg,vpt, and i'
the Indonesian conrexr, KH Ahrnad Dahlan, the founder of Muharnmadiyah.
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12. For an extensive discussion o{ the formation of the IAIN refer to BJ' Boland,
Tbe struggle of klarn in Modern Indonesia, Martinus Nijhoff (fhe Hague, 1971),
pp.l 18-2T. As troland points out, there were a number of institutions referred to
ai 'tsta-ic Universities' prior to the establishment of the IAIN, these institu-
tions, however, were essentially colleges for the training ol itlarni'.
13. In Indonesia,.particularly in earlier decades, it is only when a person attains the
age of 25 yeais or so rhat rhey are regarded as being fully adult, as opposed to
adolescent. In terms oi public life the age of 30 is probably a rnore.significant
milestone. of course in real terms age itseli is not so important as achievement'
To be adult in Indonesian sociery is to be married with children and working
rather than studying (something which happens much earlier in rural communr-
ties than it does ln tle urban middle class environment). In the case o{ the gener-
ation being discussed here the political situation during the mid 1960s meant
thar education, marriage and working life were all delayed. Nurcholish for ex-
ample was stili leading HMI, the Islamic srudent organization,.at.the tge of 32.
Af four thinkers did not commence their working life until the early 1970s
when they were in their 30s.
14. The literai meanin g ol pemltantan, the Indonesian term used, is renewal, but it is
often used in a more gene.al sense to speak of matters for which the English
equivalent is reform. For example the various movemen$ within Islam that are
,eierred to in English laogoage publications as being 'reform' movements (eg.
the wahibi reforms within 18th cenury Arabia) are invariably referred to in
Indonesian as being gerakan pembarttan (reform movements)'
15. For an inrroducrion io Fazlur Rahman's rhought, refer to: Fazl*r Rahrnan, Ls'
lam,2nd ed., Univ. of Chicago Press, (Chicago, 1979), Islam and Modernity:
Transformation of an Intellecutal Tradition, the univ. of chicago Press, (Chica-
go, t9821, hlamic Methotlology in History, central Institute of Islamic Research,
[Karachi, 1965), Mejor Tbemii of the Qu;an,Bibliotheca Islamica, (Chicago, 1980).
i.h-.r, ourlines his thesis regarding the need for a new Islamic reform move-
ment, which he dubbed 'neo-Modernism' in: 'Islam: Past Influence and Present
Chalienge', klam: Challenges and Opportunities, Edinburgh University Press,
(Edinburgh, 1979), PP. 3 15-30.
16. ilor geneial o]rer.,iews of the broadly liberal developments in Indones.ian Islarn
over"rhe past rwo clecades refer to: Benedict R.o'G. Anderson, 'Religion and
Polirics in Inclonesia Since Independence" in Religion and social Ethos in Indone'
sl"z, Centre of Southeast Asian Studies Monash Universiw' (Melbourne' 1977)'
Harold crouch, The Politics of hlam in southeast,4-sl,z, Flinders Asian Stuclies
Lecnrre 18 (Aclelaicle, 1987) and'Indonesia" in Mohamrned Ayoob, Tbe Politics
of klamic Reassertion, croom Hehn (London, 198i) pp. I9O-207 , Anthony Johns,
,inclonesia, Islarn ancl Culnrral Pluralisrn', in John L. Esp.sito (ed.), klant in
Asi.z: Religion, Politics, and Society, oxford University Press, (New York, 1987),
Clifforcl, b..rrr, 'Culture and Social Change: The Indonesian Case', Man: Tbe
Journil of the Roy'zl Anthropologic'tl Institute, Nct'r Series, Vol' 19, No' 4, Decern-
ier 1984,.pp.511-32. Ruth McVey,'Faith as an O'tsider: Islarn in Indonesian
Politics',,inlames Piscatori (ed.), kl"tnt in the Politicel Process, Ca[rbridge Univ.
Press, (carnbridge, 1983), Nurcholish Madfid, 'lndonesia in the Fnture: Sophis-
ticatecl'and Del outly Religious', Prisma, No. 49., June 1990, pp' 77-82, Aswab
Mahasin,'The Santri Middle Class', Prisma, No. 49', June 1990, pp' 91-6' M'
Anien Rais, 'Internatipnal Islarnic Movements and Their Influence Upon the
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Islamic Movement in Indonesia', Pisma, No 35, March 1985, pp.27-48, Martin
van Bruinessen, 'Indonesia's Ulama and Politics/Caught beween Legitimizing
the Status Quo and Searching for Alternadves', Pisnta, No. 49., June 1990, pp.
52-82, and Michael RJ. Vatikiotis, 'A Propagation Problem', Far Eastem Eco-
nomic Reoiea, 3 1 December 1987 , [akarta, 1987), pp. 21-2, ' A Surge in Muslim
Activity Despite Extremist Scares: Faith Without Fanadcs', Far Eastern Eco-
nontic Reoieu, 14 June 1990, pp. 25-32,'One Code for All Couns', Far Eastern
Economic Reoieu,22 September 1988, pp. 28-30, 'Thoroughly Modern Muslims',
Far Eastern Economic Re,.tievt, 10 December 1987, (jakarta, 1987),p.30. For a
comparative srudy refer also to: Chandra Muzaffar, Taufik Abdullah and Sharon
Siddique (eds.), 'Islam and Sociery in South East Asia', Ishrnic Resurgence: A
Gloltal Vietu, Instirute of Southeast Asia Studies, (Singapore, 1986), pp 5-39
17.For discussion of the Renewal Movement/Neo-Modernism refer ro: Awad
Bahasoan, 'The Islamic Reform Movement: An Interpretation and Criticism',
Prisma, No. 35, March 1985, pp, 13140, Greg Barron, 'Neo-Modernism: a Vital
Synthesis of Traditionalist and Modernist Islamic Thoughr in Indonesia', Studia
klamika: Indonesian Journal for klarnic Studies, Vol 2, No. 3 (Jakarta 1995), pp.
1-75; 'The Impact & Islamic neo-Modernism on Indonesian Islamic Thought -
The Emergence of a New Pluralism'; in David Bourchier and John Legge (eds),
Indnnesian DetnocrdcJ - 1950s and 199As, Centre of Southeast Asian Studies Monash
Universiry, (Melbourne, L994), pp. 143-50; and 'The International Context of
the Emergence of Islamic Neo Modernism in Indonesia', in M. C. Ricklefs (ed.),
klam in the Indonesian Social Context, Annual Indonesian Lecrure Series #15,
CSEAS Monash Universiry, (Melbourne, 1991), Djohan Effendi, 'Islam and the
Industrial 6c Post Industrial Era', Iqbal Sociery For The Development of Reli-
gious Thought, Jakarta, 1985; 'Men's' Limitations, Freedoms and Responsibili-
ties, 'The Contextual Understanding of the Holy Qur'an', Iqbal Sociery For
The Development of Religious Thought, (f akarta, December 1983); pp. 1-5, and
'Towards a Theology of Harmony', Iqbal Society For The Development of
Religious Thought, Jakarta, 1986, Muhammad Kamal Hassan, Muslim Intellec-
tual Responses to 'Ner.o Order' Modernisation in Indonesia, Dewan Bahasa dan
Pustaka, (Kuala Lumpur, 1982), Anthony Johns 'An Islamic System of Values?
Nucleus of a Debate in Contemporary Indonesia', in William R. Roff (ed.),
Islam and tbe Political Economy of Meaning, Croom Helm, (London, 1987), pp.
254-87, R. Villiam Liddle, 'Changing Political Culture: Three Indonesian Cases',
unpublished paper, 1990, 'The Islamic Turn in Indonesia: a Political Explana-
tion', unpublished paper, L996, Madjid, Nurcholish, 'An Islamic Appraisal of
the Political Future of Indonesia', Prisma, March 1985 No.35, pp. 11-26,'More
on Secularization', in M.Kamal Hassan, Muslirn Intellectual Responses to 'Neu
Order'Modernisation in Indonesia, Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, (Kuala Lumpur,
1980), pp. 198-2IQ,'Reinvigorating Religious Understanding in the Indonesian
Muslim Community', in M.Kamal Hassan, Muslim Intellectual Responses to 'Net)
Order' Modernisation in Indonesia, Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, (Kuala Lumpur,
1980), pp. 216-33, Nurcholish Madjid, 'The Issue of Modernisation among Mus-
lims in Indonesia: From a Participant's Point of View', in Gloria Davis, V(bat is
Indonesian Culture, 'The Necessiry of Renewing Islamic Thought and the Prob-
lem of the Integration of the Ummat' , in M, Kamal Hassan, Muslim Intellectual
Responses to Neu Order'Modernisation in Indonesia, Dewan Bahasa dan Pusuka,
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(Kuala Lumpur, 1980), pp' 187-97, 'The Perspective of Renewal of Thought in
isla-', in M.Kamal Hassan, Muslim Intellectual Responses to 'Neu Order'
Moclernisation in Indonesia, Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, (Kuala Lumpur, 1980),
pp, 2ll-t5, Manin van Bruinessen, 'New Perspectives on Southeast Asian Is-
iam?', in Bijdragen,Deel 143, Afl.4e, 1987,pp.519'37, and Abdurrahman \Wahid,
'The Islamic Masses in the Life of State and Nation', Prisma, (Jakarta, 1985)' pp'
3-10.
1g. From 1971 through rc 1978, a critical time in the development of the neo-Mod-
ernism movemenr, Mukti Ali was Minister for Religious Affairs. In this role he
was able to encourage the transference of this new approach to Islamic scholar-
ship to broader sociery. Similarly, Munawir Sjadzali, as Minister for Religious
Affairs from 1983 to 1993 encouraged the development of progressive thought
generally, and specifically encouraged Harun Nasution and his colleagues in their
program of reform within the IAIN system.
19. For a contemporarl accounr of Gontor refer to Lance Castles, 'Notes on the
Islamic School at Gontor', Indonesia, No' 1, 1996.
20. Himpunan Mahasiswa Islam (HMI), the Islamic Student's Association, rs
Indonesia's largest Islamic student organization. Regarded in the i950s and 1960s
as being a modernist organization with strong links to Masyurni, today HMI
remains largely modernist bu.t draws members from x variety of backgrounds.
Vhereas members who were graduates of a pesantren were comparatively rare
during Nurcholish's tenure as chairman (especially in senior leadership circles)
they are now farher more commonplace, though still a minority. In recent years
1{MI has experienced somerhing of a decline in influence, especially on the cam-
puses of the leading instirutions, and has become increasingly more conserva-
tive.
21. This paper is reprinted in: Nurcholish Madjid, Islam, Kemodernan dan
Keinrlinisian, Mizan (Bandung 1987), pp. 204-2Qi an English translation of the
paper is available as: 'The Necessity of Renewing Islamic Thought and the Prob-
ie,tr of the Integration of the Ummat', in M.Kamal Hassan, Muslim Intellectuel
Resltonses to New Order'Modernisation in Indonesia, Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka,
(Kuala Lurnpur, 1980), pp' 187-97.
22. ior translated excerpr;, and commentary, of the writing of Nurcholi.sh and
Abclurrahman refer to: Greg Barton: 'Neo-Modernism: a vital Synthesis of Tra-
clitionalist ancl Modernist Islamic Thought in Indonesia', Studia lslamika: Indo-
nesi.tn Journal for Islamic Studies, Vol 2, No. 3 $akana 1995), pp' 1-75; and 'The
liberal, progressive roots of Abdurrahman vahid's thought" in Greg Barton
arrd Greg fealy (eds) Nahdlatul [.Jlama, Traditionalist lslam and Modernity in
Indonesia, Monash Asia Institute, (Clayton, 1996), pp. 190226'
23. In the early 1970s Rasjidi published a series of critical essays with titles such as
'A correction of Nurcholish Madiid" and 'A Further correction of Nurcholish
Madjid' and 'A Total Correction of Nurcholish Madiid'
24. This is a translation of a sratemenr appearing on Page 299 of Nurcholish Madiid'
Pin t u -pin t u Men ui u Tnhan, Y ay asan \J(akaf Param adina (J akarta, 199 5)'
25. Nurchqlish Madiid, klam, Doktin dan Peradaban: Sebuab Telaah Kritis tentdnS
M asa I ah Keim an a n, Kemanusiaan, dan Kemode rnan, Y ay asan vakaf Paramadina
(Jakarta,1992), pp.614.
26. Nurcholish Madiid, Islam .Agama Kemanilsi,tan: Membangun Tradisi dan visi
Baru klam Indonesia, Yayasan \(/akaf Paramadina (jakarta, 1995)' pp' 224i and
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Nurcholish Madjid, klarn - Agama Peradaban Membangun Mahna tlan Releqtansi
Doktrin hlarn Dakm Sejarah, Yayasan wakaf paramadina (Iakarta, r995), pp.
J ta.
27' Nurcholish Madjid, Pintr-pint, Menuju Tuhan, yayasan wakaf paramadina
[akrna,l994) .
28. Nurcholish Madjid, Khazanah Intelektual Islam, Burtn Bintang (Jakarta, 19g4),
pp.382.
29. Nurcholish Madjid, Islam, Kemodeman dan Keindonesian,Miztn (Bandung 19gz),
pp3a4.
30. Nurcholish Madjid, Islam, Kerahyatan, dan Keindonesiaan: pihiran-nihiran
Nurcholish 'Muda', Mizan (Bandung, 1994), pp. 266.
31. Budhy Munawar-Rachman (ed.), Kontekstualisizsi Dohtin hlam tlalam sejarah,
Yayasan \ifakaf Paramadina (Jakarta, 199+), pp.731.
32' During the 1990 soccer lforld bup Abdurrahrnan appeared on national televi-
sron as a sports commentator. His love of cinema, French or otherwise, has
found expression also in his involvement with the Indonesian Film Board. For
public figures generally such activities and interests may nor seem particularly
noteworrhy, but when the public figure is the chairmen of Indoneiia's largest
Islamic organizarion they are important indicators. clearly Abdurrahman wahid
is no ordinary'ulamA'.
33. on the I2th of September 1984 a group of approximately 1500 marching proresr-
ers in Jakarta's poverry stricken port district of ranfung priok roundeil, .o.n".
only to be mer, without prior warning, with automatic weapons fire from a
group of heavily anned soldiers. At the time it was estirnared that arouncl 60
people were killed and 100 injured, later estimates were even higher. The pro-
test was ostensibly the resulr of community anger that four members of a local
rnosque community were being detained by police without explanation. The
governmenr initially claimed that only 6 people had been killed when the rroop-s
had opened fire and that the troops had been called in because the incident was
a violent demonstration led by Islamic fundamentalists. There is strong eviclence(including audio tapes made during the incidenr and later playecl by the rncy to
slrggesr that the incident was in fact deliberately engineered by gorernrrrent,zgcnr
Proeocateilr9 In any case the government clearly used the incident to warn off
Islamic gronps from any public displays of dissent.
34. Iclharn livet{ in the Jakarta suburb of cipete, Kiai As'ad, leader of the clelegation
of fcrur 'nlarnA' who had called on Idharn to step clown, led a pesrntren tn il'te
East Java town of Situbondo.
35. For detailed discussion and analysis of this process of reform within NU refer to
Mits*o Nakarnnra, 'NU's Leadership crisis and Search for Identiry in the Early
1980s: Frorn the 1979 Semarang congress to the 19g4 Situbondo congress', i'
Greg Barton and Greg Fealy (eds) Nahdlatul tJlama, Traditionar klam antl Mo-
dernity in Indonesi.z, Monash Asia Institute (Clayton, 1996), pp.94_109; a'cl
Martin van Bnrinessen, 'Tradition for the Future: The Reconstmction of rracli-
tionalist Disconrse within NU'in Greg Barton anti Greg Fealy (eds),Nahtllattl
ulamq Tptditional klam and Modernity in Indonesie, Monash Asia Instrt.te(Clayton, 1996) 
, pp. 163-89 .
36. For a cietailed tliscussion and analvsis of Abdurrahrnan's cornmirrnenr ro
Pancasila, his reaction to ICMI the founding of Forurn Dernokrasi, presiclential
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succession and rhe Rapat Akbar NU rally of March 1992 reler to Douglas Ramage,
lDe-ocratiration, Rjigious Tolerance and Pancasila: The Political Thought of
Abdurrahman \fahid,fin Greg Barton and Greg Fealy (ed$ Nahdlaul Ulama,
Traclitional Islam ancl'Modernity in Indonesia, Monash Asia Institute (clayton,
1996), pp.225'56.
fz. ihe i.1.". press spoke of a crowd of between i50,0OO and 200,000, NU argued
that ihe total number of people in attendance was closer to 500,000.
38. Refer to Shepard, \(illiam, Tozuards a Typology of Modern klamic Molements'
\(orking Paper No 2, AMESA Vorking Papers (Christ church' 1982); 'Islam
and Ideoiogy: Towards a Typology', Intemational Journal of Middle Eastern Stud-
ies, L9, D{i, Cambridge Unl"etsity Press (Cambridge, 1987), pp'-307-36; and
,TLe doctrine of Pro.gr:ess in Some Modern Muslim writings', The Bulletin of tbe
Henry Martyn lnstitltti of Islamic Stttdies, Vol 10, No 4, Oct-Dec 1991, pp' s 1-64'
39. Refei to Fazlur Rahman, 'Islam: Pasr Influence and Present Challenge', Islant:
Challenges and Opportunltles, Edinburgh University Press (Edinburgh'1979)' pp
315-30.1or.o.rrly application or this to the Indonesian context refer to: Awatl
Bahasoan, 'The Isiamii Reform Movement: An Interpretation and Criticism',
Prisma: The Indonesian Indicator, No 35, March 1985, pp' 131-60'
40. It is significant that Harun Nasution declares himself to be an "Abduhist" antl
maintains that the ma.ioriry of Indonesian modernists, to the cost of progressiue
and rational thought, ha]ne come too strongly under the influence of Rashid
Ridi (personal inter.,ie*, 24 October 1996, IAIN Syarif Hidayatullah, Jakarta).
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